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Summary 

The handling characteristics of a passenger car significantly contribute to active safety as 

well as driver satisfaction and are determined by the properties of the car and its tires. To 

ensure that the handling characteristics of a car type are satisfactory, tires are developed 

specifically for this car type. The time and cost associated with this development can be 

reduced if, at an early stage in the tire's design, tire designers can rely on guidelines 

concerning the tire characteristics that are required to achieve good car handling 

characteristics. To allow this, a numerical metbod for deriving the required tire handling 

characteristics from the desired car handling characteristics has been developed. 

The metbod for deriving the required tire characteristics from the desired car handling cha

racteristics consists of two stages. First, the compliance with the desired car handling 

characteristics is evaluated, for estimated tire characteristics. Second, the tire characteris

tics are optimized to approach the desired car handling characteristics, as closely as possi

ble. To allow the tire characteristics to be optimized numerically, they are represented by 

means of parameters. These parameters repcesent physically meaningful quantities, which 

allows the guidelines for the tire designers to be expressed in meaningful terms. 

To evaluate the handling characteristics of car and tire configurations for different test 

manoeuvres, three numerical simulation roodels for car handling have been developed. 

These include a model for simulating open-loop handling manoeuvres and two roodels for 

simulating closed-loop handling manoeuvres. The two closed-loop roodels differ with 

respect to the modeling of driver behaviour. The simulation roodels arebasedon a lumped 

parameter car model which has been validaled by comparing its results with results from 

full-scale experiments. Although further investigation into the modeling of the car's 

steering system is recommended, this comparison shows very good correlation between 

simulations and experiments. 

A large number of simulations has shown that the numerical optimization of tire 

parameters yields good results. The parameters representing cornering stiffness and friction 

level were found to be the most important. Small variations in these parameters were 

found to cause relatively large changes in car behaviour. The sensitivity of the car's 

behaviour to variations in the other selected parameters was found to be relatively small. 

Consequently, the guidelines for tire designers are primarily expressed in terros of the 

desired cornering stiffness and friction level. 
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Samenvatting 

Het weggedrag van een personenwagen draagt in belangrijke mate bij aan de actieve 

veiligheid en het rijplezier van de bestuurder en wordt bepaald door de eigenschappen van 

de auto en de banden. Teneinde ervoor te zorgen dat het weggedrag van een bepaald type 

auto bevredigend is, worden banden speciaal ontworpen voor dit type. De tijd en de kosten 

die hiermee gemoeid zijn kunnen worden verminderd als bandenontwerpers in een vroeg 

stadium van het ontwerp gebruik kunnen maken van richtlijnen betreffende de 

bandkarakteristieken die nodig zijn voor een goed weggedrag. Om dit mogelijk te maken 

is een numerieke methode ontwikkeld, waarmee deze bandkarakteristieken kunnen worden 

afgeleid uit het gewenste weggedrag. 

De methode waarmee de bandkarakteristieken worden afgeleid uit het gewenste weggedrag 

bestaat uit twee delen. In het eerste deel wordt het weggedrag geëvalueerd, voor geschatte 

bandkarakteristieken. In het tweede deel worden de bandkarakteristieken geoptimaliseerd 

om het verkregen weggedrag zo goed mogelijk overeen te laten komen met het gewenste 

weggedrag. Om de bandkarakteristieken op numerieke wijze te optimaliseren, worden zij 

weergegeven door middel van parameters met een fysische betekenis. Hierdoor kunnen de 

richtlijnen voor de bandenontwerpers worden uitgedrukt in fysisch relevante grootheden. 

Om het weggedrag van personenwagens te evalueren voor verschillende test manoeuvres, 

zijn drie modeHen ontwikkeld voor de numerieke simulatie van het weggedrag van 

personenwagens. Deze drie simulatiemodellen bestaan uit een model voor het simuleren 

van open-loop test manoeuvres en twee modellen voor het simuleren van closed-loop test 

manoeuvres. Deze twee modellen verschillen met betrekking tot de wijze waarop het 

bestuurdersgedrag is gemodelleerd. De simulatiemodellen zijn gebaseerd op een lumped 

parameter voertuigmodel dat gevalideerd is door vergelijking van simulatieresultaten met 

resultaten van full-scale experimenten. Hoewel verder onderzoek naar de modellering van 

het stuursysteem wordt aanbevolen, toont deze vergelijking een zeer goede overeenkomst 

tussen de resultaten van simulaties en experimenten. 

Een groot aantal simulaties heeft getoond dat numerieke optimalisatie van de 

bandparameters goede resultaten oplevert. De belangrijkste parameters hebben betrekking 

op de bandstijfheid en het wrijvingsniveau. Kleine variaties in deze parameters 

veroorzaken relatief grote veranderingen in het weggedrag van een voertuig. De 

gevoeligheid van het voertuiggedrag voor variaties in de andere onderzochte parameters is 

relatief klein. Bijgevolg worden de richtlijnen voor de bandenontwerpers vooral uitgedrukt 

in de gewenste bandstijfheid en het gewense wrijvingsniveau. 
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Chapter 1 

General introduetion 

Passenger car tires have to comply with demands from a variety of areas such as: noise, 

wear, comfort, etcetera. One of these areas is car handling, which focusses on the way a 

car responds to the actions applied by its driver. If the relation between these driver ac

tions and the ensuing car response is appropriate and predictable, a car's handling charac

teristics are considered good. Next to creating driver (and thus customer) satisfaction, good 

car handling characteristics are vitally important to active safety. Unlike a car with medio

cre or even bad handlîng characteristics, a car with a good handling characteristics will 

allow its driver to accurately control its behaviour in extreme situations, and thus to avoid 

accidents. Also, in normal driving situations, a well-handling car will require less driver 

attention than a bad-handling car, and will thus impose less stress upon its driver. 

A car's handling characteristics are determined by the interaction between the car and its 

tires. Car components that are relevant to handling include: suspension springs, dampers, 

limited slip differentials, etcetera. Also, more general car properties such as suspension 

layout, weight distribution, car mass, and whether a car is front, rear, or four wheel driven 

may significantly affect a car's handling characteristics. Tire properties that are relevant to 

car handling include: tread design and compound, belt size and design, sictewall reinforce

ments, and inflation pressure. Consequently, for a car to exhibit proper handling characte

ristics, a number of tire and car properties have to be properly matched. This may be 

achieved by matching the tire properties to the car, by matching the car properties to the 

tires, or by modifying the tire and car properties both. However, for the majority of tire 

manufacturers, the car properties are fixed and only the tire properties can be modified. 

This is also assumed for the research presented in this thesis. 

For car handling, a tire's performance is evaluated using standardized test manoeuvres, 

during which a car and tire contiguration is subjeeled to a wide range of driver actions: 

steerîng, accelerating, and braking. Based on the behaviour of the car during these man

oeuvres, a tire's handling characterîstics are evaluated via subjective driver ratings. Alter

natively, they are evaluated by means of objective criteria, which are defined in such a 

way that if a car and tire contiguration meets these criteria, its handling characterîstics are 

acceptable. 



Numerical optimization of tire characteristics with respect to car handZing 

If the handling characteristics of a car and tire configuration are not satisfactory, the tire's 

handling characteristics have to be improved by modifying the tire construction. However, 

the tire construction not only affects the tire's handling characteristics. It also affects other 

important areas such as ride comfort, wear resistance, and cost, which means that mea

ningful optimization of the tire construction requires all relevant areas to be taken into ac

count. As a result, since this research only deals with car handling, overall optimization of 

the tire construction can not be aimed at. 

lnstead, the aim of the research presented in this thesis is to provide the tire designer with 

guidelines or target values that indicate which handling characteristics the tires must have, 

in order for an envisaged car and tire configuration to have proper handling characteristics. 

Taking into account the demands from the other areas, the tire designer may then translate 

these guidelines into a tire construction, based on bis or her experience. 

1.1 Numerical optimization of tire characteristics 

Ideally, the desired tire characteristics are known at the tire's design stage because it is at 

this stage that they are most useful. However, at the design stage, the handling characteris

tics of a car and tire configuration can not be evaluated or optimized by means of real 

handling manoeuvres since the tires and, in some cases, the cars do not physically exist. 

Instead, the handling characteristics of a car and tire configuration may be determined by 

relying on numerical simulation models for car handling. Based on the relevant car and 

tire characteristics, such models calculate the behaviour of the car and tire configuration 

during handling manoeuvres, from which the handling characteristics can be assessed 

using the objective criteria. 

If the calculated behaviour of a car and tire configuration does not comply with the 

handling criteria, the tire characteristics have to be modified. The behaviour of the new 

configuration may then be calculated and evaluated, after which this process may be 

repeated until all criteria are met. However, because a car's handling characteristics are 

determined by the characteristics of both the car and the tires as well as their interaction 

and because a variety of handling criteria may have to be satisfied for different manoeu

vres, manual evaluation and optirnization of different tire characteristics may be tedious 

and time-consurning and may lead to suboptimal results. 

These disadvantages may be eliminated by using a numerical metbod for optimizing the 

tire characteristics. Generally, such a numerical metbod relies on an optimization criterion 
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whose value is to be minimized (or maximized) by modifying the design variables in a 

systematic way. By linking the value of the optimization criterion to the satisfaction of the 

objective criteria and linking the design variables to the tire handling characteristics, the 

tire characteristics that correspond to the minimum value of the optimization criterion can 

be calculated. Since this minimum criterion value corresponds to satisfying the handling 

criteria as closely as possible, the corresponding tire characteristics can be regarded as the 

desired tire characteristics and can be used as a guideline by tire designers. 

1.2 Tire characteristics to be optimized 

Although the desired tire handling characteristics and thus the guidelines for the tire 

designers may be expressed in various ways, it is preferabie to express them in terms of 

physically meaningful quantities, since this greatly facilitates their interpretation. Current

ly, the most common way of expressing tire handling characteristics in terms of physically 

meaningful quantities is by means of the so-called Magie Formula tire model (Bakker, 

1989; Pacejka, 1991). This tire model relies on standard formulas and tire-dependent para

meters to represent the tire characteristics that are relevant to car handling. 

Next to the physical significanee of the tire parameters, the Magie Formula tire model 

offers other advantages with respect to the numerical optimization of tire characteristics: 

• The tire characteristics most relevant to car handling are expressed in terms of a rela

tively small number of parameters. 

• The tire characteristics produced by this tire model are realistic for a wide range of 

parameter values. 

• The accuracy with which tire handling characteristics can be modeled is good. 

• The computational effort associated with this tire model is relatively small. 

In view of these properties, the Magie Formula tire model presented by Pacejka ( 1991) 

was selected to represent the tire characteristics for the research presented in this thesis. 

The three tire characteristics represented by the Magie Formula tyre model are: the side 

force characteristic, the self-aligning torque characteristic, and the longitudinal· force 

characteristic. Of these characteristics, the side force characteristic is by far the most 

important for car handling. It describes the side force generated by a tire as a function of 

the tire's slip angle, load, and camber angle (see Figure 3.8). A typical tire · side force 

characteristic is shown in Figure 1.1, for four ti re loads. 
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Tire side force characteristic 
8000 ,------~-----, 

6000 g 
" ]4000 

~ 
"'2000 

5 10 15 20 
slip angle ( deg) 

Figure 1.1 Typical tire side force characteristic for different loads. 

In the Magie Fonnula tire model, the side force characteristic is expressed as 

FY (a.,F,) = D (F,) sin (C arctan (B (F,)a.-E(F,) (B (F)a.-arctan (B (F,)a.)))) (1.1) 

in which FY is the tire side force, a. is the tire slip angle, F, is the tire load, and D, B, E, 

and C are load, camber, and tire dependent tenns. Since the shape of the side force 

characteristic is similar for all relevant tires, only the sealing of this characteristic is 

relevant for the tire characteristic optimization. This sealing is mainly govemed by tenns 

D and B. Term D influences the side force characteristic at medium and large slip angles 

and is representative of the friction conditions in the tire-road contact patch. Neglecting 

the expression for the, relatively small, contribution of the camber angle, term D is expres

sedas 

D (F) = a1F 2 +a2F 
l z z (1.2) 

in which a1 and a2 are tire dependent coefficients denoting the load dependency of the 

friction level and the friction level, respectively. In the upper plots of Figure 1.2, the 

effects of variations in both coefficients on the side force characteristic are pictured, for 

four different loads. At equal slip angles, an increase in the load dependency of the 

friction level, a1, will result in an increase in side force, as will an increase in friction 

level,~· 

Tenn B affects the side force characteristic at small and medium slip angles and is expres

sedas 
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(1.3) 

in which a3 and a4 are tire dependent coefficients denoting tire comering stiffness and tire 

load at maximum comering stiffness, respectively (the expression for the camber contribu

tion is neglected also). In the lower plots of Figure 1.2, the effects of variations in these 

coefficients on the side force characteristic are pictured. At equal slip angles, an increase 

in comering stiffness, ~. may result in an increase or decrease of side force, depending on 

the tire's slîp angle and load. Also, an increase in load at maximum comering stiffness, a4, 

may result in an increase or decrease of side force, depending on the tire's slip angle and 

load. 

Load dependency of friction level Friction level 
8000 8000 

6000 6000 
~ ~ 
~4000 

11) 

!:!4000 ... ..s 
~ 

11) 
'0 

"'2000 ·;;; 2000 

5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20 
slip angle ( deg) slip angle (deg) 

Comering stiffness Load at maximum cornering stiffness 
8000 8000 

6000 6000 

~ ~ 
11) ê40oo ~4000 .... ..s 
:9 ... ::;;: 
"'2000 "'2000 

5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20 
slip angle ( deg) slip angle ( deg) 

Figure 1.2 Effect of a JO % variation in tire coefficients. 
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As can be seen from Figure 1.2, tire coefficients a1, a2, a3, and a4 can be regarded as 

representative of the tire side force characteristic. Although the effects of coefficients a 1 

and a4 are considerably smaller than the effects of coefficients a2 and a3, all four coeffi

cients are included as parameters for the optimization of the tire side force characteristic, 

since each parameter represents a different aspect of this characteristic. As a result, the tire 

characteristic most relevant to car handling is expressed in terms of four physically mea

ningful parameters, which allows the desired tire handling characteristics to be expressed 

in terms of these parameters. 

1.3 Context of the thesis 

The aim of the research presented in this thesis bas been to develop a numerical simula

tion method, in the form of a computer simulation program, for the optirnization of tire 

characteristics with respect to car handling. Based on the desired handling characteristics 

of a specific car and tire configuration, this metbod is capable of calculating the tire 

characteristics that are required to achieve these handling characteristics. The required tire 

characteristics are expressed in terms of physically meaningful parameters, and are inten

ded to serve as guidelines for tire designers, during the early stages of a tire's design. 

To simulate the different types of handling manoeuvre that are used to evaluate a car's 

handling characteristics, the simulation program contains three different simulation models 

for car handling. In Chapter 2, these different types of handling manoeuvre are introduced 

together with the different simulation models developed to simulate these types of man

oeuvre. These models are: the open-loop model, the path-tracking model, and the optimal 

control driver model. The contents of the remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. 

In Chapter 3, the open-loop simulation model, which calculates the car's response to the 

driver's actions, is discussed. The main part of this open-loop model is the car model, 

which is discussed in detail. This car model also forms the basis for the other two simula

tion models and is validated by comparing simulated and experimental results. 

Chapter 4 deals with the development and validation of a path-tracking simulation model 

for car handling. As opposed to the open-loop model, this model is capable of calculating 

the driver actions that are required to make a car follow a prescribed trajectory. Next to 

the car model, which is identical to the one used in the open-loop simulation model, this 

model contains an algorithm that calculates the driver actions from the prescribed path, 

which is discussed in detail. The path-tracking model is validated by comparing its results 
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with results from the open-loop model. 

In Chapter 5, a driver model is presented. Unlike the open-loop and path-tracking models, 

this model allows the behaviour of the car's driver to be modeled in a flexible way. This 

driver model is based on the optima! control approach, which models the behaviour of a 

driver by means of a cost functional that represents a compromise between minimizing 

driver effort and maximizing path-following. Compared to the open-loop and path-tracking 

simulation models, the car model used for this driver model is simplified. For one particu

lar handling manoeuvre, a cost functional that yields good correlation with real driver 

actions bas been determined. 

Chapter 6 deals with the numerical optimization of the tire characteristics. After discussing 

the definition of the optimization criterion, a metbod for parameter optimization is selec

ted. Results obtained with the different simulation models are presented to illustrate the 

functioning of the tire characteristic optimization. Also, the identification of tire para

meters from handling manoeuvres is discussed. 

Finally, in Chapter 7, the research presented in this thesis is summarized and the con

clusions drawn from this research are given. Also suggestions for future research are 

formulated. 
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Chapter 2 

Numerical simulation of car handling 

2.1 Introduetion 

In regular driving situations, the driver of a car applies actions such as steering, bmking, 

or accelerating to control the car's trajectory and orientation relative to the road and to 

other road users. Which actions tö take, the driver decides based upon the road conditions 

and the car's response to earlier driver actions. As a result, the car response is determined 

by the properties of the car as well as the properties of the driver, as illustrated in Figure 

2.1. 

Road 
conditioos 

Driver 

Dri ver 
actions I response 

Car 

Car 

Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of driver-car interaction. 

To ensure that the behaviour of the car during regular driving situations is satisfactory, the 

behaviour of the car and driver combination is evaluated during a variety of standardized 

handling manoeuvres. As mentioned in the preceding chapter, numerical simulation models 

allow this behaviour to be evaluated at a time when tire and car properties can be modi

fied at relatively low cost. To achieve this, such simulation models rely on a model that 

describes the relevant behaviour of the car. 

2.2 Car modeling 

In a simulation model for car handling, the purpose of the car model is to calculate the 

response of a car to driver actions, based on the car's properties. This is achieved by 

descrihing the behaviour of a car's relevant components, as well as their interaction, by 
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means of differential and algebrak equations. To be of practical use, the calculated car 

responses have to show proper correlation with real car responses. Barring any errors or 

inaccuracies, this correlation depends on whether the main phenomena goveming a car's 

behaviour are represented in the car model which, in turn, depends upon the level of detail 

of the car model. Here, also the amount and detail of the car data required for the car 

model are important considerations, in view of a tire manufacturer's, usually, limited 

access to detailed car data. 

Another important consideration for the car model is the calculation effort. Obviously, this 

calculation effort and the associated calculation time have to be kept at a minimum. Here, 

this is especially important since the car model is to be used for the purpose of tire 

optimization, which is likely to involve several evaluations of different car and tire confi

gurations. Consequently, a car model that yields acceptable correlation with reality, whilst 

requiring a minimum amount of calculation effort and a minimum amount of car data is 

desired. 

In literature, car models with varying degrees of detail have been presented, ranging from 

elementary linear models to detailed multi-body models. Linear car models are generally 

used to identify and explain trends in car behaviour, as reported by Bemard (1986), 

Mitschke (1990), and Ellis (1994). Because linear car models only include a minimum of 

aspects relevant to car handling, they require only a minimum of car data and calculation 

effort. However, this may result in a compromised correlation between simulation results 

and reality, especially forseveremanoeuvres (lateral acceleration > 0.4 g). 

At the other end of the scale, detailed multi-body car models are based on descriptions of 

car elements such as suspension joints and links and thus require the data related to these 

elements to be known. Because of this description, almost every aspect relevant to car 

handling is included, which promises good correlation between simulation results and 

reality. However, due to the, usually, large number of elements, this type of simulation 

model usually requires a large calculation effort. Multi-body car models for car handling 

have been reported by Trom (1990), Kortüm (1993), and Jansen (1995). 

Another car representation, commonly used for car handling, is the lumped parameter 

representation. In a lumped parameter model, the combined characteristics of a group of 

car elements are used, instead of the characteristics of single elements. Compared to a full 

multi-body model, the amount of car data and the calculation effort are reduced. Dickison 

(1993) bas shown that good correlation between simulation results and reality can be 
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obtained with this type of model. Other examples of lumped parameter models have been 

presented by Rinonapoli (1975), Ellis (1989), and Shimomura (1991). 

In view of the requirements regarding correlation with reality, calculation effort, and requi

red car data, a lumped parameter · car model was developed for the research presented in 

this thesis. This car model is discussed in detail in the next chapter. 

2.3 Types of handling manoeuvre 

To evaluate the handling characteristics of a car and tire configuration, a variety of test 

manoeuvres may be performed, such as: j-tums, lane-changes, slaloms, steady-state circles, 

and steering wheel flicks (Rompe, 1984). Despite this variety, two types of handling man

oeuvres can be distinguished: open-loop manoeuvres, and closed-loop manoeuvres. 

Open-loop manoeuvres are used to evaluate solely the car behaviour. For this, the effects 

of driver behaviour are eliminared by making the driver actions follow a predetermined 

course, regardless of the car's response. As a result, these manoeuvres do not represent 

realistic driving situations. Neverheless, they yield valuable results, for example, with 

respect to the predictability of a car's behaviour. 

As opposed to open-loop manoeuvres, closed-loop manoeuvres are used to evaluate the 

behaviour of the driver and car coinbination. Closed-loop manoeuvres are performed by 

skilied and experienced test drivers who apply the control actions that are necessary to 

make the car perform the desired manoeuvre. Consequently, these control actions are 

affected by the car's response to earlier actions, which is a better representation of real 

driving situations. 

Also, the evaluation of results from open- and closed-loop manoeuvres is different. The 

evaluation of open-loop results is based on the car response, while the evaluation of 

closed-loop results is based mainly on the driver actions. As mentioned before, to obtain 

the results of such manoeuvres, without having to perform them with real cars and tires, 

numerical simulation models for car handling may be used. However, to simulate both 

types of manoeuvre, different types of simulation model have to be used. 
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2.4 Simulation of open-loop manoeuvres 

For open-loop manoeuvres, a car's response is obtained by subjecting the car to prede

termined driver actions. Thus, this response is determined entirely by the properties of the 

car, as described by the car model. Consequently, such manoeuvres may be simulated by 

subjecting the car model to the predetermined driver actions, see Figure 2.2. Examples of 

open-loop simulation models have been presented by Rinonapoli (1975), Ellis (1989), and 

Dickison (1993). 

Driver 
actions Car 

model 

Car 
response .. 

Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of open-loop simulation model. 

2.5 Simulation of closed-loop manoeuvres 

Closed-loop manoeuvres are generally · defined by a piece of road the car has to stay on, 

while travelling at a predetermined speed. Because this piece of road is wider than the car, 

the driver does not have to apply one partienlar driver action time-history but is allowed to 

apply a driver action time-history that suits him or her, within the limits set by the pres

cribed road. As a result, neither the driver action, nor the car response is prescribed which 

means that, to simulate such manoeuvres, the behaviour of the driver with respect to 

applying the driver action has to be modeled. 

In literature, two approaches to the modeling of driver behaviour, and thus to the simula~ 

tion of closed-loop manoeuvres, have been presented. In the first approach, called the 

inverse approach, the relevant behaviour of the driver is calculated based on a basic as

sumption about driver behaviour. In the second approach, called the driver model appro

ach, the driver's behaviour is calculated by a separate model repcesenting the driver. 
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2.5.1 Inverse modeling 

In the inverse approach, the driver actions required to evaluate a car's handling charac

teristics are calculated based on a relatively basic assumption about driver behaviour. This 

assumption implies that, for a partienlar manoeuvre, a driver applies the actions that cause 

a car and tire configuration to follow a prescribed trajectory. Effectively; this prescribes 

the car response since, fora given car and speed, a car's trajectory uniquely determines the 

remainder of the response and thus the driver actions. 

The trajectory the car is made to follow may either be estimated, or be approached by 

averaging trajectories measured during real handling manoeuvres. Once such a trajectory 

has been determined, the corresponding driver actions may be calculated by inverting the 

relation between the driver actions and the car response, as described by the car model. 

This approach is schematically shown in Figure 2.3. 

Handling Cat Driver 

~vre•LI __ !:_~_~_~_oo __ ~l ~.;~ ___ m_~--~--~-~--·mm---~• 
Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of path-tracking simulation model. 

Different inverse models for car handling have been presented in literature. For example, 

Bemard (1986), Vanderploeg (1988), and Trom (1990) have developed inverse simulation 

models to calculate driver actions from given lateral and, only in the latter case, longitu

dinal car accelerations. Also, Good (1975) has developed an inverse simulation model to 

calculate the driver actions from a prescribed car trajectory, albeit only for relatively low 

levels of lateral acceleration. 

2.5.2 Driver modeling 

In the second approach to simulating closed-loop manoeuvres, the driver is modeled as a 

control system that controts the deviation of the true car response from a desired response. 

For handling manoeuvres, the main part of the response that is to be controlled is the car's 

trajectory. Consequently, the driver model mainly controls the deviation of the true trajec

tory from a des i red trajectory. In literature, a variety of ways of achieving this has been 

reported, for example by Donges (1978), Garrot (1982), and Nagai (1989). 
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However, different ways of controlling a car's trajectory have to he distinguished. For 

example, controlling a car's trajectory during straight-line driving differs widely from 

controlling a car's trajectory during handling manoeuvres (McRuer, 1977; Donges, 1978). 

Also, even for identical tasks, experienced drivers may control their cars' trajectories in a 

different way than less experienced drivers (Blaauw, 1984). Therefore, the choice of driver 

model depends upon the conditions ofthe manoeuvre that is to be. simulated. 

As mentioned in Section 2.3, closed-loop handling manoeuvres are performed by skilied 

and experienced test drivers. McRuer (1977) suggests that, after practising a manoeuvre a 

number of times, such drivers are very familiar with the manoeuvre as well as the car and 

are capable of performing the manoeuvre almost in open-loop style. However, to compen

sate for accumulating errors caused by slight misjudgements or extemal influences, a 

relatively small feedback action may be present. This type of driving can be represented 

by a combination of precognitive and compensatory control actions, as shown in Figure 

2.4. 

Handling 
manoeuvre 

Figure 2.4 

Bxtemal disturbanQCS : 
sidewind, etc. 

Driver behaviour during handZing manoeuvres according to 
McRuer (1977). 

According to Kleinman (1970, 1971), well-trained and well-motivated human operators, 

such as skilied test drivers, behave in an optimal manner, albeit subject to their inherent 

lirnitations. Kleinman modeled this type of behaviour by means of an optima! control 

model. This model contains the control task which is represented by a cost functional, the 

vehicle dynamics which are represented by the vehicle's equations of motion, and the 

human limitations which are represented by a perceptual time-delay, neuro-motor dyna

mics, as well as random observation and motor noises. 

Various optimal control driver models have been presented in literature. Fujioka (1992) 

and Hendrikx (1996) have used optimal control to represent the driver as a minimum-time 
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controller in order to calculate differences between different car configurations for mini

mum-time driving situations. MacAdam (1981), Hatwal (1986), and Sridhar (1992) have 

used the optima! control driver model to represent the behaviour of drivers during lane

changes. In the work of MacAdam, the simulation results show very good correlation with 

measurement results, while using a cost functional that is a measure of the deviation of the 

car's trajectory from a prescribed trajectory. For these results, the maximum lateral acce

leration levels were approximately 0.3 g which allowed the car to be modeled as a linear 

system. In the works of Hatwal and Sridhar, the cost functional also includes terms repre

senting steering effort, throttle or brake effort, and manoeuvre time. Although in these 

cases, the car was modeled as a non-linear system, these were still relatively basic car 

roodels without, for example, lateral weight transfer. The correlation between these simu

lation results and experimental results was not adressed. Of these authors, only MacAdam 

included the human limitations explicitly, by means of a time-delayed control action. 

2.6 Simulation models developed for this research 

To simulate both open-loop and closed-loop handling manoeuvres, three different simula

tion roodels have been. developed: the open-loop simulation model, the path-tracking 

simulation model; and the optima! control driver model. 

Open-loop model 

Obviously, the open-loop simulation model has been developed to simulate open-loop 

manoeuvres. Since for this type of manoeuvre the driver actions are prescribed, this model 

relies only upon a model of the car to calculate the car's response, as explained earlier. 

Path-tracking model 

The path-tracking model relies on a trajectory the car is to follow. Such a trajectory may 

either be estimated,. or be determined from experiments. The main advantage of the path

tracking model is its relative simplicity with respect to modeling driver behaviour. Becau

se of this simplicity, no driver related data is required to calculate driver actions during 

handling manoeuvres, which is beneficia! iti cases where accurate data regarding driver 

behaviour is difficult to obtain. The main disadvantage of the path-tracking model is its 

lack of flexibility. Once a particular trajectory bas been selected, the driver is assumed to 

apply the corresponding driver actions, even if they are unrealistic. To obtain realistic 

driver actions, the selected trajectory bas to correspond rather well with the real trajectory, 

since even small differences in trajectodes will be shown to have significant effects on the 

driver actions. Also, if differences in driving behaviour between different drivers are to be 
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taken into account, they have to be specified by means of different trajectories, which is 

far from obvious. 

Optima! control driver model 

The main disadvantage of the path-tracking model is overcome by the driver model. It is 

very flexible with respect to specifying driver behaviour through the definition of the cost 

functional. As mentioned before, this functional represents a campromise between follo

wing a prescribed trajectory and minimizing a measure of driver effort. This functional not 

only allows different types of driver behaviour to be readily simulated, it also prevents 

unrealistic driver actions from occurring. However, the specification of the cost functional 

also presents the main disadvantage of the optima! control driver model. To yield realistic 

results, the definition of the functional has to be representative of the campromise selected 

by the driver. This campromise may vary from driver to driver and, even for one particu

lar driver, this campromise may vary from manoeuvre to manoeuvre. This can cause a 

functional to yield good correlation between simulated and experimental results for one 

driver (or manoeuvre) while yielding poor correlation for another driver (or manoeuvre), 

which may complicate the definition of a realistic cost functional. 

As can be seen, the path-tracking model and the optima! control driver model have com

plementary advantages and disadvantages. As a result, the choice of model for a particular 

closed-loop simulation depends on the objectives of and the conditions surrounding that 

simulation. 
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Chapter 3 

Open-loop simulation model 

3.1 Introduetion 

The open-loop simulation model is developed to simulate handling manoeuvres, in which a 

car is subjected to predetermined steer actions. The correlation between results generated 

by this model and results obtained during real handling manoeuvres is mainly determined 

by the layout and the contents of the car model. In turn, the car model is affected by the 

quantities that are used to represent the driver actions and the car response. 

3.2 Open-loop simulation model 

For car handling, the most important driver action is the steer action. This steer action 

may be represented by means of the torque applied upon the steering wheel, or the angular 

displacement, velocity, or acceleration of this steering wheel. Since the latter three quanti

ties can directly be derived from each other, only the steering wheel torque and the stee

ring wheel angle have to be considered as input quantities for the open-loop model. 

To accurately simulate manoeuvres in which a prescribed steering wheel torque is used as 

input (e.g. steering wheel flick), a detailed model of the steering system and the corres

ponding data are required. However, this type of data is only rarely released by car 

manufacturers and specific measurements to determine this data are elaborate and time

consuming. Since such data is not required when prescrihing the steering wheel angle, the 

steering wheel angle is used as input for the open-loop model. Also, this allows a simpler 

approach to the modeling of the steering system and, if required, allows the use of steering 

wheel angular velocity or acceleration as input, with minimal modifications. However, as a 

result, this open-loop simulation model is not capable of simulating handling manoeuvres 

in which the steering wheel torque is prescribed. 

Next to the steer actions, the actions taken to control a car's speed, i.e. applying the brakes 

or the throttle, are also used as input quantities. These actions not only affect the car's 

speed, but also the loads and the saturation of the tires, which may significantly affect a 
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car's response to steer actions. These actions are represented by brake and drive torques, 

which are applied to the wheels by the braking system and the driveline, respectively. 

Since, in some cases, it is more practical to specify a car's speed time-history than the 

corresponding drive and brake torque time-histories, the desired car speed can also be used 

as an input quantity. 

Next to the driver actions, environmental conditions such as road disturbances and sicte

wind conditions affect the behaviour of a real car. To eliminate the effects of road distur

bances, handlîng manoeuvres are generally perforrned on horizontal even surfaces. Also, 

the effects of varying wind conditions are minimized as far as possible, by perforrning a 

manoeuvre a number of times. In view of this, the effects of environmental conditions 

have not been included in this car model. 

Based on the time-histories of the input quantities discussed in this section, the open-loop 

simulation model calculates the car's response. A car's response is mainly evaluated based 

on the time-histories of the car's lateral acceleration and its yaw rate (angular velocity of 

the car around its vertical axis). Therefore, the open-loop simulation model is primarily 

aimed at calculating these two quantities with sufficient accuracy. For this simulation 

model, the trajectory of the car is of. little importance. However, because it is of great 

importance to the path-tracking and driver models, which are based on this car model, the 

calculation of the car's trajectory is included in this model. 

The open-loop simulation model presented in the following sections was implemented in 

the c++ programming language, as were the simulation models presenled in the next two 

chapters. 

3.3 Car model 

To achieve proper correlation between calculated car responses and corresponding experi

mental responses for severe handling manoeuvres (lateral acceleration > 0.4 g), effects 

such as: weight transfer, non-linear suspension characteristics, and tire saturation have to 

be included in the car model. In view of this, the car has been modelèd as a system of 

five masses, as pictured in Figure 3.1: one mass represents the car body (sprung mass), 

while the other four masses represent the four wheels and the components attached to 

these wheels, such as the wheelhubs and the drive-shafts (unsprung masses). The sprung 

mass is allowed to translate and rotate in all three directions, while the unsprung masses 

are constrained to translate in vertical direction only. Because of the disregard of road 
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incHnation and road disturbances, this system of masses moves on a horizontal even plane 

called the ground plane. 

Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of car model. 

3.3.1 Coordinate systems 

To describe the motion and orientation of the vehicle body relative to the ground plane, 

two coordinate systems are introduced: the inertial coordinate system and the body coordi

nate system. The inertial coordinate system, t 0, is fixed to the ground plane. lts x and y 

components denote the ground plane while its z component denotes the vertical direction. 

The body axis system, êb, is fixed to the car body at the car's center of gravity (CG). lts x, 

y, and z components point forward along the car longitudinal axis, left along the car 

lateral axis, and upward along the car vertical axîs, respectively. The relatîon between both 

axis systems was described by Schiehlen (1986) and can be expressed as 

(3.1) 

where RT is the transpose of rotation matrix R which, if expressed in terms of cardan 

angles (a1, a2, a3), reads 

R (3.2) 
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where si and ei represent the sine and eosine of ai, respectively. In turn, the cardan angles 

are calculated from the angular veloeities of the car body by 

(3.3) 

where ti represents the tangent ·Of a1 and ro,., roy, ro, denote the rotational veloeities of the 

car body around the longitudinal (roll), lateral (pitch) and vertical (yaw) axes, respectively. 

3.3.2 Degrees of freedom 

The car body is allowed to have three translational and three rotational degrees of free

dom. For the translations along the body fixed longitudinal and lateral axes {velocities U 

and V), the total car is regarded as a single mass. However, for the translation along the 

body fixed vertical axis (velocity W), the car is regarded as a system of five masses. This 

leads to the following relations between the forces acting upon the car and the accelerati

ons experienced by it 

u = :EFJM+ro: v-roy w 

V = :EF,fM +rox w-ro,u 

W =:EF IM +ro U-ro V 
l s y x 

(3.4) 

where Û and V represent the time-derivatives of the translational veloeities of the total car 

mass in body longitudinal and lateral directions, respectively, and W represents the time

derivative of the velocity of the sprong mass in body vertical direction. :EP,. and :EFY repre

sent the sums of the forces acting upon the car in body longitudinal and lateral directions, 

respectively, and :EF, represents the sum of the forces acting upon the car body in body 

vertical direction. 

The three rotational degrees of freedom are roll, pitch, and yaw, which are the rotations 

about the car's longitudinal, lateral, and vertical axes, respectively. For all three rotations, 

the total car is regarded as a single mass, which means that the car's moments of inertia 

are independent of the positions of the unsprong masses relative to the sprong mass. 

Furthermore, it is assumed that the car is symmetrical about both the x-z and y-z center 

planes, which yields the following relations for the rotational degrees of freedom 
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rox =[I:Mx -(J, -1Y)ro,roy]/1x 

(Öy =[LMY (1x -1,)ro.ro,]/1y 

ro, [I:M,-(1y-1x)royrox]l1, 

Open-loop simulation model 

(3.5) 

where ro., roy, and ro, represent the roll, pitch, and yaw accelerations of the car. I:M •• I:My, 

and I:M, represent the sums of the moments acting upon the car while 1., 1y, and 1, repre

sent the car's moments of inertia, all in the body axis system. 

In contrast to the sprung mass, each unsprung mass is allowed only one translational 

degree of freedom. This is the vertical motion of the unspung mass, which is determined 

by the forces exerted upon it by the suspension, F,, '"'P' and the tire, F .. 11, •• This relation 

reads 

-F +F .. = zsusp,i z.tire.î 
Z; 

m. 
' 

for i = 1,2,3,4 (3.6) 

where î=l,2,3,4 for the left front, right front, left rear, and right rear unsprung masses 

respectively and m1 denotes the mass of unsprung mass i. 

To simulate the effects of drive and brake forces on car behaviour, the longitudinal tire 

s1ip bas to be calculated. As shown by Bernard (1973), this can be done using the longi

tudinal slip, K, as a degree of freedom, which can be derived analytically from 

for i = 1,2,3,4 (3.7) 

in which S1 and Q1 represent coefficients that are determined from the quantities pictured 

in Figure 3.2. For braking (K; > 0), these coefficients are given by 

100R2 C. 
S. = I I 

I V.J. 

100 

I I 

R. { R.w. V. 
I T. - R (F J- c. K)}- - 1 

-
1 

-
1

} 
J. I I x I I V. 

(3.7a,b) 

I I 

while for driving (K; < 0), they are given by 
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S. _ lOOV,C, 
, w.2J. 

' ' (3.7c,d) 

In these equations, R;, T;. Fx,i• V,, 1;. C;, and w; represent the momentary wheel radius, 

applied torque, longitudinal force, wheel translational velocity, wheel moment of inertia, 

longitudinal slip stiffness, and rotational velocity of wheel i, respectively. 

Figure 3.2 Quantities required for wheelspin calculation. 

3.3.3 Forces and moments 

Three types of forces are assumed to act upon the car body, gravitational forces, aero

dynamic forces, and suspension induced forces. Because the gravitational force, F
8

, is 

assumed to act in inertial z-direction and the car is allowed to roll and pitch, components 

Fx,g• Fy,g• and Fz.
8 

of this gravitational force may act in the body longitudinal, lateral and 

vertical directions, respectively. 

Three aerodynarnic forces are assumed to act upon the car, the drag force as well as the 

normal forces acting at the centers of the front and rear axles. Drag force Fd is assumed to 

act in the car's center of gravity and is directed in body longitudinal direction. It is mode

led by 

(3.8) 

where p represents the air density, Cw represents the car's drag factor, and A represents the 

car's frontal sunace. The front and rear normal forces, F z.r and F,,,., are assumed to act at 
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the centers of the front and rear axles, are directed in body vertical direction, and are 

modeled similar to the drag force. 

For each wheel, three suspension induced forces, Fx.t• F,.1, and F._1, act upon the car body. 

As far as the body longitudinal and lateral directions are concemed, these forces are equal 

to the forces acting upon the tires. However, for the body vertical direction, this is not the 

case due to the presence of the unsprung masses. These vertical body forces are represen

ted by F .. 1 and are explained in detail at the end of this section. Combining these forces for 

all four tires allows the sum of the forces acting upon the car body to be expressed as 
4 

!.Fx "" !. F,,; + Fx,g + Fd 
i=1 

4 

!.F =!. F .+F 
y y,• y,g 

j#J 

4 

I.F, !. F., 1+F,.
8 

+Fz.1+F,,, 
i•l 

for body longitudinal, lateral, and vertical directions, respectively. 

(3.9) 

(3.1 0) 

(3.11) 

Most of these forces do not act in the car's center of gravity and thus create moments 

around it. Additional moments are generated by the tires and the wheels, of which only 

the tire self-aligning moments àre included in this car model. Because these self-aligning 

moments act in the inertial vertical direction, they may have components M,, MY, and M, 

in the body directions. The total moments acting upon the car body can then be expressed 

as 
4 

!.Mx =!. Mx. 1+ly.tF., 1+l,, 1F,. 1 
1•1 

4 

!.MY = !. My.t + lz.tFx.t + lx.tFz.t + My,a 
i•l 

4 

!.M, = !. Mz.l + lx,IFy,i + ly,IFx,i 
1•1 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

In these equations, l,,~, 1,,1, and lz.1 represent the relevant dimensions in the body axis sy

stem, as pictured in Figure 3.1, and My,a represents the aerodynamic pitch moment calcula

ted from the aerodynamic normal forces and the relevant distances. 
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As mentioned before, the body vertical forces are not equal to the vertical force acting 

upon the tires, due to the degree of freedom and the weight of the unsprung masses. As 

can be seen from Figure 3.3, the vertical motion of the unsprung mass is determined by 

the force acting between the car body and the unsprung mass, F, '"'P' and the force acting 

between the unsprung mass and the ground, F, tire• To determine these forces, the connee

tions between the car body and the unsprung mass and the connections between the un

sprung mass and the ground have to be modeled. 

; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; / r; / ? 7 ; ; ; ; 

Figure 3.3 Forces acting upon unsprung mass. 

The connections between the car body and the unsprung masses have been modeled by 

means of dampers, springs, rollbars, bump as well as a droop stops, and the anti-roU and 

anti-dive properties of the suspensions. Because each item contributes to the force acting 

between the car body and the unspmng mass, this force can be expressed as 

(3.15) 

where the signs of some of the forces depend on which suspension is considered: left 

front, right front, etcetera. The force generated by a suspension damper is represented by a 

second order polynomial and can be expressed as 

(3.16) 

where !:J.S represents the damper velocity, which is calculated from the motion of the car 

body and the motion of the relevant unsprung mass. Coefficients cda,J and cda,l represent 

the damper characteristics and are allowed to depend on the sign of the damper velocity to 

accomodate different damping values for bump and rebound. The force generated by a 

suspension spring is represented by means of a fourth order polynomial and reads 
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(3.17) 

where As represents the suspension deflection which is obtained by integrating the damper 

velocity. Coefficients esp,; represent the characteristics of the spring and are determined 

from suspension measurements. In contrast to the damper and spring forces, the roUbar 

force not only depends on the deflection of the suspension under consideration, As, but 

also on the deflection of the opposite suspension, Asopp. This rollbar force is represented by 

(3.18) 

where e,
0 

represents the rollbar stiffness. The bump as well as the droop stops have been 

modeled as auxilliary springs that exert forces only when the suspension deflection ex

ceeds specified limits. A bump stop generates a force if the suspension deflection exceeds 

upper limit Asbump and its force is represented by 

Fb =eb 1 (A s -A sb ) +eb 2 (As -A sb )2 
u u, ump u, ump 

(3.19) 

In contrast, a droop stop generates a force if the suspension deflection exceeds lower limit 

Asdroop and its force is represented by 

(3.20) 

where ebu.i and ettr,i are determined from car suspension measurements. The anti-roll and 

anti-dive forces, F., and Fad• are introduced by the geometry of the suspension and have 

been modeled as linear functions of the lateral and longitudinal body forces which depend 

on the suspension deflection, as can be seen from 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

The conneetion between an unsprung mass and the ground is provided by the tire. lts 

behaviour, in vertical direction, bas been modeled by means of a spring, with stiffness e,,,P' 

and a damper, with damping rate e,,114• This leads to the following expression for the tire 

vertical force 

(3.23) 
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in which !lt is the deflection of the tire and !!.i is its time derivative, both of which are 

determined from the motion of the unsprung mass. 

3.3.4 Steering system 

Because the steering wheel angle was selected as the steer input for the car model, a 

relatively simple model of the steering system can be used. The primary function of this 

steering model is to translate the steering wheel angle into the steer angles of the front 

wheels. This has been modeled by means of a basic ratio upon which the effects of stee

ring system compliance are superimposed. This basic ratio can be determined experimen

tally and expresses the steer angles of the front wheels as a fifth order polynomial function 

of the steering wheel angle. To include the effects of suspension deflection on this ratio, 

the coefficients of this polynornial are allowed to depend upon suspension deflection. The 

compliance in the steering system is modeled by means of three springs. For each front 

wheel, a spring is located between the wheel assembly and the steering rack, while the 

remaining spring is located between the steering rack and the steering wheel. The approp

riate stiffnesses of these springs can be determined from standard suspension measure

ments. 

For the car used in the validation of this model, the relations between the steering wheel 

angle and the steer angles of the front wheels are shown in the upper two plots of Figure 

3.4, for experimental (left plot) and simulated (right plot) cases, respectively. As can be 

seen from these plots, the basic shapes of the experimental and simulated characteristics 

are very similar. However, compared to the experimental characteristics, the thicknesses of 

the simulated characteristics are too small. In the lower plot of Figure 3.4, the time-histo

ries of the experimental (solid lines) and simulated (dashed lines) front wheel steer angles 

are shown. As is obvious from these plots, the experimental and simulated steer angles 

correspond very well except for a few intervals, during which the simulated steer angles 

are too small. 

Using this steering system model, the differences between experimental and simulated 

results are caused either by incorrect compliance values, or by an incorrect relation be

tween the steering wheel angle and the front wheel angles. Since variation of compliance 

values did not yield significant improvements, these differences are attributed to an incor

rect relation between the steering wheel angle and the steer angles of the front wheels. Be

cause no data from detailed static measurements was available, this relation was determi

ned from data obtained during handling measurements. However, from this data, the effect 
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of suspension deflection on the relation between steering wheel angle and front wheel 

steer augles could not be detennined. Hence, a single set of polynomial coefficients was 

fitted to a range of suspension deflections. In doing so, an average relation between the 

steering wheel angle and the steer angles of front wheels was obtained which may cause 

discrepancies between experimental and simulated front wheel angles. Whether this avera

ged relation is indeed the cause of these discrepancies cao only be detennined by more 

detailed measurements. The effect of the discrepancies between experimental and simula

ted front wheel steer angles on the correlation between experimental and simulated car res

ponses is addressed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. 
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Figure 3.4 Measured (solid lines) and simulated (dashed lines) front wheel steer 
angles. (Dashed lines nearly always covered by solid lines.) 

The secondary function of the steering system is to apply a torque to the steering column, 

and thus to the steering wheel, which is intended to provide the driver with infonnation 

about the conditions in the tire-road contact patch. For non-power-assisted steering sytems, 

the steering wheel torque is mainly determined by the forces and moments acting in the 
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contact patches of the front tires. · However, for power-assisted steering systems, the stee

ring wheel torque is mainly determined by the characteristics of the power assistance. 

Such power assistance characteristics are rarely released by car manufacturers, which 

prohibits the use of a standard power-assistance model, as used by Shimomura (1991). 

Thls, and the fact that nearly all cars whose behaviour will be simulated with this simu

lation model are expected to be equipped with power-assisted steering systems, has lead to 

the use of a different, more practical, approach to the calculation of the steering wheel 

torque. 

This approach is based on the assumption that a power-assisted steering system is aimed at 

providing the driver with a steering torque that represents an ideal - in the view of the car 

rnanufactueer - comprornise between steering effort and steering feel. For a limited range 

of conditions, this compromise is assumed not to vary as a function of the car and tire 

properties. Consequently, it is assumed that the power-assistance is aimed at, and capable 

of, achieving a desired torque, Mstw• characteristic, irrespective of the forces and moments 

acting in the tire-road contact patches. Thls desired torque is modeled as a function of the 

angular displacement, astw• angular velocity, &stw• and angular acceleration, ö!stw• of the 

steering wheel. Therefore, this characteristic may be deterrnined from standard handling 

measurements during which the steering wheel torque and the steering wheel angle are. 

nearly always measured. For the car under consideration, a suitable expression for the 

desired torque characteristic was found to be 

(3.24) 

where erf represents the error function and cpa,l are coefficients whose values are obtained 

by fitting thls function to measurement data. For this partienlar car, this characteristic was 

fitted to results from two sirnilar double lane-change manoeuvres. The quality of these fits 

can be evaluated from the results pictured in Figure 3.5. The upper two plots in this figure 

show both the experimental (solid lines) and fitted (dash-dotted lines) steering wheel 

torques as a function of the steering wheel angle, while the lower two plots show the 

experimental and fitted time-histories of this torque. 

As can be seen, the timing as well as the peak valnes of the measured and fitted torques 

correspond very well. However, at the start of the manoeuvres, the fitted torque increases 

later but more rapidly than the experimental torque. Also, at the end of the manoeuvres, 

the fitted torque assumes slightly Iarger values than the experimental torque. Nevertheless, 
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the correlation between fitted and experimental results is very good. 
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Measured (solid lines) and simulated (dash-dotted lines) steering 
wheel torques, for two double lane-change manoeuvres. 

6 

Because these two manoeuvres were performed with the same tires, it is conceivable that 

the torque characteristic depends upon the tire properties. This would be indicated by tire 

dependent coefficients in Equation (3.24). Also, other factors such as car speed may affect 

this torque characteristic. However, this could not be investigated due to the Jack of 

suitable experimental results. 

3.3.5 Driveline and brakes 

Next to the steering wheel angle, the brake and drive torques are also used as input for the 

open-loop model. In this simulation model, the brake and drive torques can be specified 

separately. To prevent unrealistic situations, their magnitudes are Iimited. The brake torque 

is distributed over the four wheels by an adjustable ratio repcesenting the bias between the 
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front and rear axles, after which the resulting torques are distributed equally over the 

corresponding left and right wheels. As a result, no yaw moments are introduced by 

asymmetrical brake torque distributions. 

In contrast, the driveline is allowed to produce asymmetrical torque distributions by means 

of limited-slip differentials. Based on the angular veloeities of the wheels, these limited

slip differentials superimpose an incremental torque upon the basic drive torque distributi

on, which is similar to the brake torque distribution. The total drive torque T1 acting upon 

wheel i, can be expressed as 

(3.25) 

where Tb,; represents the basic drive torque allocated to wheel i and AT1 represents the 

incremental torque allocated to this wheel by the limited-slip differentiaL Whether this 

torque iocrement is added or subtracted from the basic torque depends on the angular 

veloeities of the differential's output shafts, w1 and w,. The torque increment is added to 

the torque of the slower output shaft while it is subtracted from the torque of the faster 

output shaft. This is represented by the following logic (see Figure 3.6) 

if wl > w : Tl "'Tb.t -AT, T "'T +AT 
r r b,r 

if wl < w : Tt =Tb,t +AT, T =T - t:. T 
r r b,r (3.26) 

if wt "'W r ' Tt =Tb,l ' 
T "'T r b,r 

Tin • Tb.l + Tb,r 

v 
Tl 

I 
Limited Tr 

slip 
wl differential Wr 

Figure 3.6 In- and output quantities of limited-slip differential. 

The magnitude of this torque increment is determined from a relation developed by Mas

tinu (1993), which reads 

(3.27) 
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where A0, A1, A2, and n are coefficients that are representative of the limited-slip diffe

rential's characteristics. The first term is representative of a limited-slip differential with a 

constant torque-split, whereas the second term represents a differential whose torque-split 

depends upon the magnitude of the input torque T, •. Also, the magnitude of the torque

split may be affected by the angular veloeities of the output shafts, which is represented 

by the third term. 

In total, the driveline contains three limited slip differentials, one for the front rude, one 

for the rear axle, and one to modify the drive torque-split between the front and rear axles, 

in the case of a four wheel drive car. For the latter differential, the angular veloeities of 

the output shafts are represented by the average angular veloeities of the wheels on the 

front and rear axles. 

In addition to specifying the time-histories of the drive and brake torques, it is also 

possible to specify the time-histmy of the desired forward speed of the car. Since this 

speed time-history has to be achieved by applying the appropriate drive and brake torques, 

arelation between these quantities has to be determined. Although it is possible to deter

mine the torque time-history that causes a desired speed time-history to be achieved 

almost exactly by means of iteration, a speed control system was employed. Besides requi

ring less calculation time than the iterative approach, this approach yields smoother torque 

time-histories which is considered to be a better representation of realistic driving situati

ons. 

Because of the sensitivity of the car response to the speed, it is important that the desired 

speed time-history is foliowed closely. This is achieved by applying an estimate of the 

required torque, after which a control system is left to compensate for the remaining 

deviations between the desired and obtained speed time-histories. This control system 

consists of a proportional element to minimize instantaneous differences and an integral 

element to eliminate longterm deviations. Furthermore, to prevent violent torque changes, 

the total torque is passed through a first order filter. To prevent ambiguity, which may 

occur in the case of negative torque values, it is assumed that the engine torque bas 

priority over the brake torque: i.e. negative torques are achieved by using all available 

driveline retardation torque, first. Only when this does not suffice, the brake torque is used 

to provide the remainder of the torque. 
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To demonstrate the functioning of this speed control system. the results of a simulation are 

shown in Figure 3.7. In the upper plot, a desired (solid line) and a simulated (dashed line) 

time-history of the car forward speed are shown while, in the lower plot, the time-histories 

of the drive and brake torques are pictured. In this plot, the drive torque is represented by 

a solid line and the additional brake torque is represented by a dasbed line. As can be 

seen, the maximum driveline retardation torque was set at, an arbitrarily selected, 250 Nm. 

The maximum difference between the desired and simulated car forward speeds was found 

to be in the order of 0.35 kmlh. The effect of this difference on the correlation between 

the experimental and simulated car responses is considered to be negligable. Also, the 

obtained torque time-histories exhibit a relatively smooth course. 
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3.3.6 Tire model 

As mentioned in Chapter l, the tire model used for the research presented in this thesis is 

the Magie Formula tire model, presented by Pacejka (1991). In actdition to the side force 

characteristic, briefly described in Chapter 1, this model is capable of descrihing the tire's 

longitudinal force characteristic as well as the self-aligning torque characteristic. This is 

achieved by fitting standard formulas to measured steady-state tire characteristics, using a 

number of coefficients. Por a given set of tire coefficients, the input variables for this 

model are: tire normal force, F, 11,., tire slip angle, a., tire camber angle, y, and tire longi

tudinal slip, K. The calculation of the first and last of these variables bas been discussed 

in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.2, respectively. 

The two remaining input quantities of the tire model are the tire's slip and camber angles, 

which are shown in Figure 3.8. A tire's slip angle is the angle between the wheel center 

plane and the velocity vector of the tire-road contact path in the ground plane, and is 

calculated from the car motion and the wheel steer angle relative to the car. It is modeled 

by means of four elements, the drift angle, the suspension induced steer angle, the initia! 

steer angle, and the steer angle caused by the steering wheel angle. The drift angle is 

caused by the lateral and longitudinal veloeities of the tire-road contact patch center, 

relative to the road. These veloeities can be calculated from the motion of the car body if, 

for each instant, this contact patch center is assumed to be rigidly connected to the car 

body. To calculate the drift angle, the contact patch veloeities have to be expressed in the 

inertial ground plane. This means that the body veloeities have to be projected onto the 

road plane, after which their components in the car's lateral and longitudinal directions can 

be determined. However, for reasons of simplicity, the drift angle, a.dr• bas been ap

proximated by 

(3.28) 

where, ifP, VCP, and W'P are the veloeities of the contact patch centers expressed in the 

body axis system and a., and a.P are the car's roll and pitch angles, respectively. The 

second element contributing to the slip angle is the suspension induced steer angle which 

consists of two items. The first item is determined by the geometry of the suspension, 

which may cause a wheel to steer as a function of the suspension deflection or even as a 

function of the deflection of the opposite suspension. These effects are known as bump 

and roll steer and each has been modeled using a fourth order polynomial 
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Figure 3.8 Tire coordinate system. 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

where ~. a",, ca,bu,i• ca.",,1, and & represent the bump steer angle, the roU steer angle, the 

bump steer coefficients, the roU steer coefficients, and the suspension deflection, respecti

vely. The secondelementof the suspension induced steerangleis caused by the complian

ce of the suspension elements which, for the front wheels, bas been included in the mode

ling of the steering system. This compliance causes the suspension to deform under load, 

which changes the position of the wheel relative to the road. As far as the steer angle is 

concemed, the compliance bas been modeled by means of lateral force compliance steer, 

a.Fy• longitudinal force compliance steer, a.Fx• and self-aligning torque compliance steer, 

a.M.· Each of these components has been modeled using a fourth order polynomial which, 

for the lateral force compliance steer, reads 

(3.31) 
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where cFy,l are coefficients determined from suspension measurements. The total suspensi

on induced (or elasto-kinematic) steer angle, a,k, can then be expressed as 

(3.32) 

The third element contributing to the slip angle is the initia! steer angle a0, which is deter

rnined at the reference state of the car. Finally, the fourth element of the slip angle is the 

steer angle caused by tuming the steering wheel, as,, which was discussed in a previous 

section. As a result, the total slip angle of a tire, a, is modeled as 

(3.33) 

The final input quantitiy for the tire model is the camber angle. This has been modeled in 

a way similar to the slip angle. lt contains three elements, roll angle, suspension induced 

camber angle, and initial camber angle. The suspension induced camber angle consists of 

the camber caused by the suspension deflection, 'Yt:.s• and lateral force, 'YFy• where the 

former is modeled as a fourth order polynornial of suspension deflection and the latter is 

modeled as a linear function of lateral force. This results in a total elasto-kinematic 

camber angle, 'Yek• of 

(3.34) 

As with the initia! steer angle, the initial camber angle is determined at the reference 

position of the car and is represented by "(0• Consequently, the total camber angle of a 

wheel (tire) can be expressedas 

(3.35) 

where a, is the car rol! angle. 

To include dynamic tire behaviour in this model, the tire model's output quantities are 

passed through a first order filter, as suggested by Bakker (1989). The equation for the 

dynamic lateral force reacts 

dF 
_Y +F ;;::p 

V dt Y y,ss 
(3.36) 

where V is the velocity of the wheel in wheel longitudinal direction, crFy is the relaxation 
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length of the tire, and Fy,ss is the steady-state lateral force calculated by the tire model. The 

equations for the dynamic longitudinal force and self-aligning torques are similar to 

Equation (3.36), each using their own, constant, relaxation length. 

The forces and moment calculated by the Magie Formula are expressed in the wheel axis 

system, the orientation of which is related to the position of the wheel rim, as pictured in 

Figure 3.8. Both longitudinal and lateral directions of the wheel axis system are in the 

ground plane, the former is directed along the wheel center plane and the latter is directed 

perpendicular to the line of intersection of the wheel and ground planes. The wheel verti

cal direction is perpendicular to the ground plane and, as such, is parallel to the inertial z

direction. In order to express these forces in the body axis system, they have to be trans

formed using the steer angles in combination with rotation matrix R, from Equation (3.2). 

After this transformation, they can be used to calculate the motion of the car body by 

means of Equations (3.9) through (3.14). 

3.4 Validation of the open-loop simulation model 

Ideally, the validation of the car model is basedon the correlation between ratings calcula

ted from simulation results and ratings calculated from experimental results. If simulated 

ratings correspond to experimental ratings, the car model can be regarded as valid. If 

simulation and experimental ratings do not correspond, the car model has to be improved. 

However, experimental results from standard handling manoeuvres were not available and 

results that were recorded during almost a complete lap of a test track had to be used. 

Because of this, the validation of the car model is not based on ratings for the handling 

criteria but on the time-histories of the car's lateral acceleration and yaw rate. 

Using these partienlar experimental results to validate the car model is far from ideal, 

since they complicate the search for causes of discrepancies between simulated and expe

rimental results. First, these results do not allow different car properties to be validated 

separately as is the case with, for example, results from steady-state circle manoeuvres. 

Second, during these tests, both input variables for the car model, steering wheel angle and 

drivelbrake torque, were varled simultaneously which also complicates the search for 

possible errors. Finally, for this particular track, the car negotiates a sequence of turns that 

is not interrupted by straight sections. As a result, the state of the car, as it enters a turn, is 

determined by the state of the car, as it leaves the previous turn. Consequently, differences 

between experimental and simulated car responses at the end of one turn are carried over 

into the next. This allows differences between experimental and simulated results to 
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accumulate, which may complicate the validation of the car model. However, this is not 

the case for the first two tums. They are preeeerled by sufficiently long straight sections to 

allow the car to start from a more or less straight-ahearl driving condition. 

For the validation of the car model, one car and three different sets of tires, referred to as 

tire sets A, B, and C, were used. The car and tire data required for the simulation model 

were obtained from car and tire measurements, the latter of which were reported by Wisse 

(1995). The car measurements entailed standard suspension, mass, and inertia measure

ments. The tire measurements were performed on the same road surface as the handling 

measurements, using a test-truck. During these tire measurements, only the main coeffi

cients for the tires' lateral force and self-aligning torque characteristics were determined. 

For the missing coefficients, laboratory data from a simHar tire were used. 

The comparison of simulated and experimental results takes place in two steps. First, the 

simulated and experimental steering wheel torques are compared to validate the steering 

system model. After this, the simulated and experimental car responses are compared to 

validate the other elements of the car model. 

3.4.1 Steering wheel torque 

Validating the model of the steering system with respect to the steering wheel torque 

merely consists of deterrnining whether the torque function (see Eq. 3.24), fitted to the 

double lane-change results, also fits the results of other handling measurements. In order 

to do this, the experimental and simulated steering wheel torques are compared for three 

Iaps of the test track. The corresponding results are pictured in Figure 3.9. In the upper 

two plots of this figure, the typical characteristic of steering wheel torque versus steering 

wheel angle is shown, for a single lap. The experimental characteristic is shown in the left 

plot while the simulated characteristic is shown in the right plot. In the lower three plots, 

the experimental (solid lines) and simulated (dash-dotted lines) steering wheel torque time

histories are shown for the three Iaps. These Iaps were performed, using tire sets A, B, and 

C, respectively. 

As can be seen, the correlation between these experimental and simulated results is not as 

good as the correlation obtained for the double lane-change results, shown in Figure 3.5. 

The differences between measured and simulated steering wheel torques mainly occur 

while the torque retains a more or less constant value and while the magnitude of the 

torque decreases. Compared to these differences, the differences that occur while the 
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Figure 3.9 Measured (solid lines) and simulated (dash-dotted lines) steering 
wheel torques. 
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magnitude of the torque increases are negligable. In some cases, the differences at the 

constant torque valnes are merely the result of oscillations of the measured torque around 

a correctly simulated level. In other cases, these differences are caused by a combination 

of oscillations and simulated levels that are too low. The differences that occur while the 

torque is returning to zero are, in all cases, the result of the sirnulated torque being too 

large. 

3.4.2 Car response 

As rnentioned before, the car response is expressed in terros of the time-histories of the 

lateral acceleration at the car's center of gravity, and the car's yaw rate. In addition, the 

lateral velocity at the rear of the car is used to provide additional information. Measured 

(solid lines) and simulated (dashed lines) time-histories of these quantities are shown in 

Figure 3.10. These results were obtained using tire set C, the results obtained with tire sets 

A and B are shown in Appendix A, Figure A.l and A.3, respectively. To facilitate the 

interpretation of these results, the time-histories of the average steer angle of the front 

wheels are also shown in these figures. 

As can be seen from these figures, the correlation between the measured and simulated 

lateral accelerations is marred by simulated valnes that are too small, during some periods. 

However, in between these periods, the simulated peak: valnes correspond very well with 

the rneasured peak: values. This is the case for all three tire sets; although, for tire set C, 

the correlation between measured and simulated lateral accelerations appears to be better 

than for tire sets A and B. The simulated and measured yaw rates also show good corre

lation. They differ only for a few instances, but all of these differences are regarded as 

minor. Again, the best correlation between measured and simulated results is obtained for 

tire set C. As with lateral acceleration, the correlation between measured and simulated 

lateral veloeities is marred by differing peak values. However, in this case, the simulated 

values are larger than the measured, while most differences appear to occur at negative 

values, especially for tire set B. Nevertheless, the measured and simulated peak valnes in 

between the differing valnes correspond welt. Also, discrepancies between measured and 

simulated lateral veloeities can be observed even when there are no differences between 

measured and simulated lateral accelerations and yaw rates, and vice versa. Finally, the 

large discrepancy at the last turn of the lap with tire set B can not go unmentioned, since 

its magnitude is in the order of 0.4 rn/s, whereas the magnitudes of the other discrepancies 

are typically in the order of 0. 1 rn/s. 
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Figure 3.10 Measured (solid lines) and simulated (dashed lines) car respon-
ses for tire C, using steering wheel angle as input. 
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The discrepancies between experimental and simulation results can be caused by a number 

of reasons such as: incorrect modeling, incorrect car or tire data, or incorrect experimental 

results. Of these causes, the former bas been investigated more closely, especially with 

respect to the modeling of the steering system. As mentioned in Section 3.3.4, diserepan

des between measured and calculated front wheel steer angles were observed. Since this 

means that the effective input for the car model does not correspond with the input for the 

real car, the correlation between measured and simulated responses is Iikely to be affected. 

To determine the effect of the discrepancies between the measured and calculated front 

wheel steer angles on the correlation between the measured and calculated car responses, 

the open-loop simulation model was modified to accept the measured front wheel steer 

angles as input. As a result, differences between two corresponding simulation results, one 

with the measured steering wheel angle as input and the other with the measured front 

wheel angles as input, can be attributed entirely to these discrepancies. In addition, since 

both the car model and the real car are presented with identical inputs, all differences 

between the measured and simulated car responses can be attributed to the rest of the car 

model or the car and tire data, barring measurement errors. 

The results, obtained with the measured front wheel angles as input are shown in Figure 

3.11. These results were obtained using tire set C, the results obtained with tire sets A and 

B are shown in Appendix A, Figures A.2 and A.4, respectively. These figures show the 

same quantities as Figures 3.10, A.l, and A.3 except for the front wheel steer angle 

results, which have been replaced by the results of the measured and simulated car speeds. 

The most relevant parts of these results are shown on a magnified scale in Figures 3.12 

and 3.13 (dash-dotted lines), together with the experimental results (solid lines) and the 

simulated results obtained with the steering wheel angle as input (dashed lines). 

As can be seen, especially from Figure 3.13, the use of the measured front wheel steer 

angles improves the correlation between measured and simulated lateral accelerations 

significantly, for all three tire sets. Apart from occasional minor differences, the simulated 

and measured lateral accelerations correspond very well. However, the correlation between 

measured and simulated yaw rates has decreased. Occasionally, the simulated yaw rate is 

approximately 1 degls too large. Also, the correlation between measured and simulated 

lateral veloeities has decreased. Almost all simulated peak values are too large, especially 

for negative values. Again, differences between measured and simulated lateral veloeities 

occur at instances where the measured and simulated lateral accelerations and yaw rates 

correspond excellently, and vice versa. 
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Figure 3.12 Measured (solid lines) and simulated car responses using 
steering wheel angle (dashed lines) and front wheel angles 
(dash-dotted lines) as input. 
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Figure 3.13 Measured (solid lines) and simulated car responses using 
steering wheel angle (dashed lines) and front wheel angles 
(dash-dotted lines) as input. 
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3.5 Discussion 

The roeasored and simulated steering wheel torque time-histories obtained for the Iaps of 

the test track show differences that are significantly larger than those obtained for the 

double lane-change manoeuvres. These differences may be caused by a variety of reasons. 

First, the assumption that the steering wheel torque can be expressed as a straightforward 

function of the steering wheel angle, velocity, and acceleration and, as such, is indepen

dent of the tire properties may be incorrect. However, this is not supported by these results 

since the results show simHar differences, although they were obtained with different tires. 

Second, the function selected to represent the torque characteristic may be incorrect. This 

may explain part of the differences at constant torque values. The torque function used 

bere was determined from double lane-change manoeuvres, during which the steering 

wheel torque constantly changed (see Figure 3.5). As a result, this function may be ade

quate for dynarnic situations but not for, more or less, stationary situations. However, this 

problem may be solved by fitting the torque function to a wider range of measurement 

results. Third, even if the correct torque function is selected, differences can still occur 

because the power assistance may not be capable of achieving the desired torque function, 

at every instant. However, this can only be determined by modeling the power assistance 

in the conventional way instead of just modeling a desired torque function. 

Finally, differences between experimental and simulated results may be caused by the 

driver releasing the steering wheel to allow the steering system to return to the straight

ahearl position by itself. To aceomadate this, the power assistance may react differently to 

the driver releasing the steering wheel than to the driver turning the steering wheel. Be

cause of the same reasou a desired torque function was assumed to exist, it may be assu

med that the return of the steering system to its straight-ahead position is also governed by 

a specific function. However, to determine this return function, more elaborate experi

ments are required. Nevertheless, since, near the end of a turn, a driver typically allows 

the steering system to return to the straight-ahearl position by itself, the discrepancies that 

occur as the torque magnitude decreases are expected to be caused by this phenomenon. 

Except for the differences attributed to the driver releasing the steering wheel, the current 

correlation between measured and simulated results is considered adequate. Especially for 

the preliminary measurements, the results from modeling the power assistance by means 

of a torque characteristic are encouraging. Also, the use of a fitted torque function offers 

great advantages over the conventional way of modeling power assisted steering systems, 
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not only because of the simplicity of the approach but also because all required data can 

be determined from standard instrumented tests. Because of these advantages, further 

investigation into determining such torque characteristics trom handling measurements is 

suggested as a topic for further research. 

As far as the car response is concemed, using the measured front wheel steer angles as 

input instead of the measured steering wheel angle, significantly improved the correlation 

between the measured and simulated car responses. As a result, the modeling of the relati

on between the steering wheel angle and the steer angles of the front wheels may be 

improved. As mentioned before, differences between these measured and simulated relati

ons were observed. These differences were attributed to the data used to determine the 

basic ratio between the steering wheel angle and the steer angles of the front wheels. This 

ratio bas been modeled by means of a fifth order polynomial and in order to represent the 

effect of suspension deflection on this ratio, the coefficients of this polynomial are allowed 

to vary with the suspension deflection. To determine the coefficients of this polynomial, 

static measurements have to be performed, at different steering wheel angles and different 

suspension deflections. However, because results of such measurements were not available, 

the coefficients used bere were determined from handling measurements. Although, during 

these measurements, both the steering wheel angle and the suspension deflections varied, 

the polynomials could not be fitted to both variables. Instead, the polynomial was fitted to 

the steering wheel angle only, which means that the fitted polynomial represents an avera

ge of the real relation. Although, in many cases, the differences between such an average 

relation and the real relation may be negligable, in some cases, they may have a signifi

cant effect on the car response because they directly influence the effective input quanti

ties of the car model, the steer angles of the front wheels. 

Consequently, to improve the correlation between the measured and the simulated car 

response obtained with the steering wheel angle as input, it is recommended that the 

required measuremerits of the steering system are performed and that the relations between 

the steering wheel angle and the steer angles of the front wheels are determined and 

implemented. If this does not yield a correlation between simulation and experimental 

results that is similar to the one obtained using the front wheel angles as input, a more 

elaborate model of the steering system is required. Such a model may include hysteresis as 

well as dynamic effects. 

If the steer angles of the front wheels are used as input, the correlation between the roea

sured and simulated time-histories of lateral acceleration is very good. Although, occasio-
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nally relatively small differences between the measured and simulated yaw rate time-histo

ries are present, the car's yaw rate is reproduced rather well by this car model. This is not 

the case for the car's lateral velocity. Although, the shapes of the measured and simulated 

lateral velocites are similar, the peak values differ considerably. Consirlering that it is 

highly unlikely that lateral acceleration and yaw rate are simulated correctly while lateral 

velocity is simulated incorrectly, and because the measured lateral acceleration and yaw 

rate values were confirmed by results from other instruments, the differences between the 

measured and simulated lateral veloeities are attributed to measurement inaccuracies or 

errors. 

In view of the partly estimated tire data, the combined cornering and driving/braking 

situations, and the potential problems associated with using almost a complete lap of the 

test track, the overall correlation between the measured and simulated car responses is 

considered good. If this correlation is to be improved, it is recommended that above

mentioned shortcomings are eliminated first, since they are likely to cause part of the 

discrepancies or, at least, complicate the validation of the car model. After this, it is 

recommended that simulated and experimental results are compared for a steady-state 

circle manoeuvre since this allows errors or inaccuracies to be allocated to specific areas 

of the car. Only when the results for this manoeuvre are satisfactory, simulated and experi

mental results should be compared for other manoeuvres. 
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Chapter 4 

Path-tracking simulation model 

4.1 Introduetion 

As mentioned in Section 2.6, the path-tracking simulation model is developed to simulate 

closed-loop handling manoeuvres without requiring driver related data. To allow this, it is 

assumed that, for a given manoeuvre, a driver will make a car and tire contiguration 

follow a particular trajectory. Also, it is assumed such a trajectory is known, either 

through estimation, or through measurement. 

4.2 Path·tracking simulation model 

Next to specifying a car's trajectory, it is desirabie to specify the car's drive and brake 

torques or, altematively, its speed. Together, these quantities form the input for the path

tracking simulation modeL The primary output of this model is the driver's steer action. As 

with the open-loop model, this steer action is represented by the steering wheel angle. 

From this steering wheel angle, the angular velocity and acceleration of the steering wheel 

as well as the steering torque can be calculated. 

In actdition to the steer action, the part of the car response that is not prescribed (yaw 

velocity, roll velocity, lateral velocity, tire loads, etcetera) is also calculated by the path

tracking model. In fact, the calculation of the steering wheel angle from the prescribed 

trajectory is based on these quantities. This calculation consists of two steps. First, the 

lateral acceleration required to follow the prescribed trajectory is calculated from the 

trajectory, after which the steering wheel angle required to achieve this lateral acceleration 

is calculated. 

To translate the desired trajectory into the required lateral acceleration, it is, at this stage, 

assumed that this trajectory is specified as a function of time. The desired trajectory is 

specified in terros of the components x0, y0, and Zo of the path position vector, expressed in 

the inertial axis system. By differentiating this vector with respect to time, the components 

xO> y0, and i 0 of the desired car velocity vector are obtained. The relation between these 
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elements and the elements of the body velocity vector U, V, and W is given by 

(4.1) 

This relation implies that if the components of the body velocity vector are known, the 

components of the inertial velocity vector can be calculated using orientation matrix R, 

which was introduced in Section 3.3.1. Because of the properties of this orientation matrix 

(Schiehlen, 1986), Equation (4.1) can be inverted to allow the body velocity vector to be 

calculated from the inertial velocity vector. 

If the car's center of gravity is to follow the desired trajectory, this means that the com

ponents of body velocity vector have to satisfy 

U io 

V =R T Y0 

W z0 

(4.2) 

where Rr is the transpose of orientation matrix R. Because the car movement is deter

mined by the forces acting upon the car, the relation between the desired trajectory and 

these forces has to be established. Tbis is achieved through components û, V, and W of 

the time-derivative of the body velocity vector which, if the car bas to follow the desired 

trajectory, have to read 

û io x 0 

• T 
Yo +RT Yo (4.3) V =R 

w Zo Zo 

which is obtained by differentiating Equation (4.2) with respect to time. The link between 

the desired inertial trajectory and the forces acting upon the body is then established by 

substituting the relation between the body forces and the body acceleration (Equation 3.4) 

which results in the inverse equation 
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'LFIM .io Xo ro, V - roy w x 

'LF IM • T 
Yo +RT Yo (I) x w - ro, u (4.4) =R -y 

'LFIM Zo Zo rou-rov z s y z 

From this equation, the body farces required to make the car's center of gravity follow a 

specified trajectory can be calculated if this trajectory is specified as a function of time. 

Of the three accelerations in Equation (4.4), only two are, more or less, independently 

controlled via the driver actions. The acceleration in body x-direction, EF jM, is mainly 

controlled via the driveorbrake torque, while the acceleration in body y-direction, LF/M, 
is mainly controlled via the steer angles of the wheels. Although the third acceleration, 

EF fM,, is affected by the driver actions via the suspension characteristics, it is not con

trolled deliberately by the driver. Because of this, a regular car is not capable of following 

a trajectory specified in terms of the three inertial coordinates x, y, and z. In contrast, a 

path specified in terms of the inertial x and y coordinates can be followed. Such a path 

can be interprered as the projection of the desired trajectory onto a plane parallel to the 

ground plane. The z coordinate of such a path bas a constant value - in the case of a 

trajectory projection onto the ground plane, the z coordinate bas a value of zero - which 

means that the first and second order time-derivatives of the prescribed z coordinate are 

equal to zero. Also, in order to follow such a projected path, the sum of farces in body z

direction is irrelevant. Correspondingly, inverse Equation (4.4) can be simplified to yield 

['LF/Ml =IF ~~o~ +R T ~~o~- [ 
00

z V - IDY Wl 'LF/ M Yo y0 (I) x W - (l)z U 
(4.5) 

where the Rr denotes the relevant 2x2 submatrix of Rr. This inverse equation allows the 

body farces, required to make a car follow the prescribed path, to be calculated from the 

time-derivatives of the projected path coordinates. 

Up to now, it was assumed that the coordinates of the car's path are specified as a functi

on of time. However, specifying these coordinates as a function of time not only means 

that the car path is specified, but also means that the car's velocity vector, in the ground 

plane, is specified. Therefore, if a desired speed time-history is to be followed, this bas to 

be specified via the path coordinates. However, due to the car's varying orientation relative 

to the specfied path, accurate translation of a desired speed time-history into path coor-
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dinates may be troublesome. Also, the use of time-dependent path coordinates prohibits 

the use of specified drive or brake torque time-histories, since the car's speed is already 

specified. To eliminate these problems, Equation (4.5) is reformulated by replacing time 

with a new independent variable: travelled distance along the desired path. 

4.3 Travelled distance as independent variabie 

In order to express the inverse equation as a function of this new independent variable, the 

relation between the old and new independent variables bas to be established. This relation 

is illustrated in Figure 4.1, in which the top view of a straight part of the projected path 

(centerline) is pictured. This part of the path is specified by means of 3 equidistant center

line points A, B, and C, the first two of which mark the start and end of the reetangolar 

path segment indicated by the grey area. Also pictured is the current position of the car's 

center of gravity, CG, and its current velocity vector Y in the inertial ground plane. The 

amount of time, dt, it takes for the car's CG to travel from the start to the end of this 

segment is equal to 

1 
dt =-ds 

V 
(4.6) 

where ds is the distance the car bas to travel in this path segment and velocity V is the 

norm of the projection of velocity vector V onto the relevant centerline segment. 

Figure 4.1 
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This relation between time and travelled distance along path centerline is not valid if the 

path is curved and the car's CG is not located on the path centerline. In that case, the 

distance the car's CG has to travel to complete the segment differs from the distance 

between two consecutive centerline points. In contrast to the previous figure which shows 

a straight part of the specified path, Figure 4.2 shows a curved part of the specified path 

in which the corresponding non-reetangolar path segment is indicated by the grey area. 

Here, the path is tuming to the right and the car's CG is also located on the right-hand 

side of the centerline. As can be seen, distance ds', which the car has to travel to get from 

the start to the end of the path segment, is smaller than centerline distance ds. Had the CG 

been on the left-hand side of the centerline, distance ds' would have been larger than 

centerline distance ds. The relation between centerline distance ds and true distance ds' can 

be expressed as 

ds 1 =ds + Ás (4.7) 

where Ás is the difference between the two distances which can be negative as well as 

positive. This difference is given by 

Ás = ± dist tan(~) (4.8) 

where dist is the deviation of the car's CG from the path centerline at the start of the path 

segment and ~ is the relative angle between the current and next path segments, as pietu

red in Figure 4.2. 

Centerline 

Figure 4.2 Relation between time and travelled 
distance along a curved path centerline. 
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The sign of difference As depends on the combination of centerline course and CG posi

tion relative to this centerline. If the path is tuming to the side on which the CG is loca

ted, distance ds' will be smaller than centerline distance ds and the sign of As will be 

negative. If, on the other hand, the path is tuming to the side opposite the one on which 

the CG is located, distance ds' will be greater than centerline distance ds and the sign of 

As will be positive. To derive an equation that describes this relation, matrices P and C 

are introduced which contain information about the car's CG position and the curvature of 

the path, respectively. 

Matrix P contains the inertial ground plane coordinates of the current (x0;,y0;) and next 

(xt1,y0i+J) centerline points (points A and B, respectively), together with the current 

inertial ground plane coordinates (x,y) of the car's center of gravity and reads 

(4.9) 

where the third row of P is padded with ones to allow the determinant of P to be calcula

ted. This matrix bas the property that if the CG position is located on the right of the 

centerline, the sign of the determinant of P, det(P), is negative. If the CG position is 

located on the left of the centerline, the sign of det(P) is positive, and if the CG position 

is located on the centerline, this determinant equals zero. The course of the centerHoe is 

determined in a similar way using matrix C which reads 

(4.10) 

in which, compared to matrix P, the first two elements of the third column have been 

replaced by the inertial ground plane coordinates (xt2,y0
1
+

2
) of the superseding centerHoe 

point (point C in Figures 4.1 and 4.2). 

By using the properties of these two matrices, the sign of difference !ls can be expressed 

as 
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sign(As) = -sign {(det(P) det(CJ} (4.11) 

Combining Equations (4.7), (4.8), and (4.11) and rescaling with centerline distance ds 

leads to the scaled distance A to be travelled in the corresponding path segment, which is 

given by 

A ds 1 = 
1 

_ sign{det(P)det(C)}disttan(~) 

ds ds 
(4.12) 

Using this equation in combination with Equation (4.6), the relation between dt and ds can 

now be expressed as 

A 
dt =-ds 

V 
(4.13) 

Based on this relation, the derivative X' of a variabie X with respect to travelled distance 

along the specified path can now be expressed in terms of the time derivative, X, in the 

following way 

X'= dX =~ dX 
ds V dt 

A· -X 
V 

(4.14) 

As is obvious from this equation, velocity component V is not allowed to vanish. Effecti

vely, this means that the car's velocity vector always has to have a component in the mo

mentary direction of the road centerline. 

4.4 Reformulation of the inverse equation 

Based on the new independent variable, the inverse equation can be reformulated to yield 

[
'f.F /Ml [x' I lx" llro V- ro Wl x = R JT 0 + R T 0 - z y 

'f.F/M - y 1
0 

- y 11
0 

rox W - ro, U 
(4.15) 

In contrast to the former independent variable, which required the des i red path ( centerline) 

to be specified as a function of time, the new independent variabie requires the desired 

path to be specified as a function of travelled distance along the centerline. This means 
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that only a series of path coordinates has to be specified since the travelled distance along 

the desired path can be calculated from these coordinates. Also, with the forrner indepen

dent variable, the inertial velocity components x0; and y0; at centerline point (x0',y0;) were 

specified via the coordinates of the next centerline point (x0i+
1,y0

1
+

1
) and the known time 

interval between them. With the new independent variable, this is not the case. Because 

consecutive points are given as a function of travelled distance, only the ratio between the 

inertial veloeities is specified. This allows one of the inertial car veloeities to be varled 

independently, after which the other is deterrnined through the known ratio. In terrns of 

the car's body velocities, this means that the longitudinal velocity can be specified inde

pendently of the path coordinates, which allows prescribed forward speeds or, alterna

tively, prescribed drive and brake torques to be followed. As a result, the car's lateral velo

city must be controlled as a function of its longitudinal velocity to achieve the correct 

velocity ratio to follow the prescribed path. 

This velocity ratio is achieved by complying with the new inverse equation which consists 

of only the second row of Equation (4.15) and which reads. 

I'] ["] '1' x 0 '1' x 0 
I.F I M = (tl )1 + R - (J) w - (J) u 

Y I 11 x z 
y 0 y 0 

(4.16) 

where Rr denotes the relevant 2xl submatrix of Rr. Effectively, this equation translates the 

desired car path into an expression for the desired lateral acceleration, based on the car's 

orientation and velocities. Because, in lateral direction, the car is regarded as a single 

mass, this expression for lateral acceleration can be translated directly into an expression 

for the desired sum of lateral forces that has to be generated by the tires. 

4.5 Solving the inverse equation 

Now, the path-tracking problem is one of achieving a known sum of forces in body lateral 

direction whilst following either a prescribed forward speed, or prescribed drive and brake 

torques. In the case of following a specified speed history, these two demands are to be 

met by varying the driver actions, steer angle and drive or brake torque, which results in a 

system of two equations with two variables that have to be solved simultaneously. Because 

this system involves non-linear and differential equations, it is not possible to solve this 

system analytically. Also, because both the steer angle and driveorbrake torque affect the 

sum of lateral forces as well as the car forward speed, it is not possible to split this system 

into two equations which each depend on one variable. 
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Instead, to follow a specîfied car fotward speed, the speed control system described in the 

previous chapter was used. In doing so, the effects of unknown steer angles on the car 

fotward speed are compensated by the speed control system. Using this speed control 

system means that the desired car fotward speed is achieved with a limited accuracy. 

However, since this accuracy was found to be in the order of 0.35 km/h (see Section 

3.3.5), this is expected to be acceptable for almost all practical purposes. In terms of the 

two unknown driver actions, this means that one driver action is now known, which 

allows the other to be calculated. 

Because of the non-linear and differential relation between the steering wheel angle and 

the sum of body lateral forces, the steering wheel angle was calculated from this sum of 

forces using an iteration method. At each distance step, this iteration metbod modifles the 

steering wheel angle, calculates the corresponding tire lateral forces based on the car's 

momentary state, and compares these forces with the required lateral acceleration given by 

Equation (4.16), until this acceleration is achieved. Here, the so-called Golden Section 

iteration method, as reported by Forsythe (1977), was used. This metbod is capable of 

determining the minimum of a scalar function from previous function evaluations and an 

admissible range of values. For the problem under consideration, this range was provided 

by an interval determined from the value of the steer angle at the previous distance step 

and a maximum permissible steering wheel angular velocity. 

4.6 Validation of the path-tracking simulation model 

Because, as far as the car model is concemed, the path-tracking simulation model is 

identical to the open-loop model, results of the open-loop model may be used to verify the 

functioning of the path-tracking model. To this aim, car trajectories and speed time-histo

ries, calculated with the open-loop model, are used as input for the path-tracking model. 

The functioning of the path-tracking model can then be evaluated by comparing the output 

of the path-tracking model with the input of the open-loop model. If they correspond, the 

path-tracking model is functioning correctly, if they do not correspond, the path-tracking 

model is not functioning correctly. 

After performing this procedure for a number of steady-state circle manoeuvres to trace 

any errors, it was performed for a variety of more comprehensive manoeuvres. The results 

of four of these simulations are presented in Figures 4.3, 4.4, B.l, and B.2. The most 

comprehensive simulations were those involving the laps of the test track, used to validate 

the open-loop simulation model of the previous chapter. These simulations were performed 
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using the set of car data and the three sets of tire data described in the previous chapter. 

In Figure 4.3, the open-loop (solid line) and the path-tracking (dashed line) trajectories are 

shown for one of these Iaps. As can be seen, the trajectory calculated by the path-tracking 

model deviates only slightly from the open-loop trajectory. The maximum path deviation 

was in the order of 5 metres, which was found to be typical of all simulated Iaps. 

Figure 4.3 Open-loop (solid line) and path-tracking 
(dashed line) car trajectories. 

In Figures 4.4, B.l, and B.2, the latter two of which are included in Appendix B, the 

results of three simulated Iaps are pictured, using tire sets C, A, and B, respectively. Por 

each lap, the four most relevant results are depicted: front wheel steer angle, lateral 

acceleration at the car's center of gravity, yaw rate, and forward speed. In each graph, two 

lines are pictured, the solid line represents the open-loop results and the dasbed line 

represents the path-tracking results. As can be seen, the time-histories calculated by the 

path-tracking simulation model correspond excellently wîth the time-histories calculated by 

the open-loop simulation model. This is the case for the front wheel steer angle, the lateral 

acceleration, the yaw rate, and the forward speed. However, in the front wheel steer angle 

and the lateral acceleration time-histories calculated by the path-tracking model, minor 

oscillations can be observed. 

Another mustration of the correlation between open-loop and path-tracking results is given 

in Figure 4.5. This figure shows the input of the open-loop model (dashed lines) and the 
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results of the path-tracking model (solid Iines), for a double lane-change manoeuvre. To 

remove the oscillations from the path-tracking results, the original steering wheel angle 

was filtered, using a cut-off frequency of 2 Hz. Besides the steering wheel angle, the 

angular velocity and acceleration of both models are shown. Also, these results show 

excellent correspondence. 

4. 7 Discussion 

As can be seen in Figure 4.3, the path foliowed by the path-tracking model deviates from 

the desired path calculated by the open-loop model. However, in Figures 4.4, B.l, and 

B.2, it can also be seen that the lateral acceleration time-histories of both models do not 

deviate. The cause of this lies in the translation of the specified car path into the required 

lateral acceleration, which is govemed by Equation (4.16). Since this equation does not 

use the path coordinates themselves, but only their first and second order derivatives with 

respect to travelled distance, inaccuracies in the calculation of these derivatives will affec~ 

the translation from specified path to required lateral acceleration. Although such inaccu

racies may be insignificant for individual distance steps, their accumulation over a suffi

ciently long distance is likely to cause path deviations. Such path deviations may be redu

eed by using different derivative calculations or by adding a position control system after 

the iteration procedure, which slightly modifles the steering wheel angle as a function of 

the path deviation. However, such modifications are considered unnecessary since, for 

almost all relevant handling manoeuvres, the distance a car has to travel is well below 500 

metres. At this distance, the maximum path deviation was found to be approximately 0.3 

metres which is considered acceptable. 

As mentioned in the previous section, minor oscillations can be observed in the front 

wheel steer angle time-history. Although these oscillations hardly affect the evaluation of 

the steering wheel angle time-history, they may affect the evaluation of the handling 

criteria with respect to steering wheel angular velocity and acceleration, since these 

quantities are calculated from the steering wheel angle by differentiation. These oscilla

tions are caused by the iteration algorithm. At every distance step, this algorithm searches 

for the correct value of the steering wheel angle, within a permissible range of values. 

Consequently, for consecutive distance steps, steering wheel angles may vary to an extent 

that corresponds to the width of the permissible range. Since this range is determined by 

the maximum permissible steering wheel angular velocity, the magnitude of these oscillati

ons may be reduced by reducing the maximum steering wheel velocity. However, signifi

cant reduction of this velocity will not allow violent manoeuvres to be simulated. 
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of open-loop results (dashed lines) and path-
tracking results (solid lines), for double lane-change manoeuvre. 
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Also, these oscillations may be eliminated from the steering wheel angle history by using 

the steering wheel acceleration as the variabie for the itemtion procedure. This will cause 

the oscillations to occur in this quantity and thus to have a negligabie effect on the evaJu

ation of the handling criteria. However, this is expected to lead to a significant increase in 

calculation effort since, in this case, the itemtion procedure bas to take the consequences 

of the time-delay between steering wheel acceleration and angle into account. 

lnstead, the oscillations were removed by filtering the steering wheel angle originally 

calculated by the path-tmcking model. However, unlike the steering wheel angle, the 

steering wheel angular velocity and accelemtion were found to be relatively sensitive to 

the cut-off frequency of the filter. Smalt differences in cut-off frequency were found to 

cause relatively large changes in, especially, the amplitude of the steering wheel accelera

tion. Also, the cut-off frequency that yielded the best correlation between open-loop and 

path-tmcking results was found to differ for different manoeuvres. For the manoeuvres 

simulated, these frequencies ranged from approximately 1 to 2.5 Hz. For this reason, it is 

recommended that before simulating a particular manoeuvre, the appropriate filter is 

determined by fitting path-tmcking results to open-loop results. 

As can be seen from Figures 4.4, B.l, and B.2, the lateral acceleration and yaw rate time

histories of the open-loop and path-tracking models correspond excellently. This suggests 

that the car response is calculated correctly by the path-tracking model. Since errors in the 

car response have to be compensated for by errors in the steering wheel angle, the results 

for the steer actions also indicate the proper calculation of the car response. Consequently, 

the path tracking model is assumed to be functioning correctly. 

The correlation between results from path-tracking simulations and results from real hand

ling manoeuvres is not only determined by the correlation between the car model and the 

real car but also by the correlation between the specified and real trajectories. Since the 

car model used by the path-tracking simulation model is identical to the one used by the 

open-loop simulation model, the correlation between the car model and a real car can be 

evaluated basedon the results presented in Chapter 3. The car trajectory is assumed to be 

specified extemally, as mentioned in the introduetion to this chapter. However, to achieve 

realistic results, great care has to be taken in specifying this trajectory because, in the next 

chapter, the steer actions will be shown to be rather sensitive to variations in the specified 

car trajectory. 
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Optimal control driver model 

5.1 Introduetion 

Just as the path-tracking model presented in the previous chapter, the optimal control 

driver model is developed to simulate closed-loop handling manoeuvres. However, unlike 

the path-tracking model, this driver model allows great flexibility with respect to modeling 

driver behaviour. This flexibility is achieved by modeling the driving of a handling man

oeuvre as an optimal control problem. 

5.2 Optimal control driver model 

As mentioned in Section 2.5.2, the optimal control model of human behaviour presented 

by Kleinman (1970, 1971) contains three elements: the vehicle dynarnics, the human 

limitations, and the control task. In this application, the vehicle dynamics are representa

tive of the dynarnic behaviour of the car, which is described by means of the car's state 

equations derived in Chapter 3. These state equations are represented by 

i(t) = f{x(t),u(t)}; (5.1) 

in which vector x(t) denotes the state variables and vector i(t) denotes its time-derivative. 

Vector u(t) denotes the control variables while x(t0) denotes the state vector at the initia! 

time to which, in this case, corresponds to the start of the handling manoeuvre. 

In this application, the human limitations, which in the work of Kleinman were represen

ted by means of a perceptual time-delay, neuro-motor dynamics, as well as observation 

and motor noises, are not included directly. The perceptual time-delay, the neuro-motor 

dynarnics, and the observation noise are not included because it is assumed that, after 

practising a manoeuvre for a number of times, a skilied test driver performs the manoeu

vre almost completely in open-loop style. As a result, the magnitude of the closect-loop 

driver action, which is affected by the perceptual time-delay, the neuro-motor dynamics, 

and the observation noise is assumed to be negligable. Furthermore, the driver actions that 

are typical of a given car and tire configuration, for a given manoeuvre, are determined by 
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averaging a number of manoeuvre replications. Since the motor noise is representative of 

random errors in executing intended control movements (Kleinman, 1970; 1971), this 

noise should, in theory, average out if a large number of manoeuvre replicadons is avera

ged. As a result, the human lirnitations are not included directly in this model. However, 

of these limitations, the neuro-motor dynarnics can, if desired, be included indirectly, as 

explained inSection 5.3. 

In the optimal control model of human behaviour, the control task is represented by a cost 

functional. In this driver model, the functional is defined to yield a comprornise between 

rninirnizing driver effort and rnaximizing path-following. A general expression for this 

functional reads 

t, 

J(u, xJ = J l(x, u)dt (5.2) 
t. 

in which t1 denotes the final time which corresponds to the end of the handling manoeuvre. 

This functional is allowed to depend upon both the control and state variables in a linear 

as well as a non-linear way by means of tunetion l. 

Although, during closed-loop manoeuvres, the driver is allowed a degree of freedom, he or 

she bas to apply the steer actions that will make the car stay on the prescribed piece of 

road. In view of this, the driver's behaviour may be modeled either by minirnizing the 

driver effort while keeping the car on the prescribed piece of road, or by compromising 

between minimizing driver effort and maximizing path following. In the forrner case, the 

functional only represents the driver effort, which is minimized whilst complying with a 

trajectory constraint. This approach will allow the car to stay on the prescribed piece of 

road, regardless of the definition of the functional. In the latter case, the functional repre

sents a comprornise between driver effort and path-following, which is achieved without 

constraints. This approach may allow the car to leave the prescribed road, if too much 

emphasis is placed on minimizing driver effort. 

Since, during real handling manoeuvres, the car is not allowed to leave the prescribed 

road, the forrner approach appears to be a better representation of the real situation. Howe

ver, in view of the reduced calculation effort, prornised by the lack of state constraints, the 

latter approach was selected for the driver model. In this approach, the road the car is to 

stay on, while perforrning a handling manoeuvre, may be modeled by a trajectory the car 

is to follow. To approximate the width of the original road, this trajectory is to be folio-
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wed with a maximum permissible deviation, which corresponds to the width of the road. 

To fully exploit this width, the cost functional bas to be specified carefully, which may 

require some additional calculations. Nevertheless, this approach is still expected to require 

significantly less calculation effort than the minimization of a cost functional that is 

subjected to a trajectory constraint. 

In theory, the state of a car at the start of a handling manoeuvre is not fixed but may vary 

according to the driver's preferences. Although it is possible to include such variabie initia! 

state values in an optimal control problem, the initial state valnes for the problem under 

consideration are fixed. However, if variabie initial state values are desired, this may be 

modeled by delaying the start of the handling manoeuvre compared to the start of the 

simulation interval and lengtbeDing the simulation interval correspondingly. In this way, 

the state valnes at the start of the manoeuvre are allowed to vary whilst retaining fixed 

initial state values at the start of the simulation interval. 

A similar consideration applies to the valnes of the car's state variables at the end of a 

handling manoeuvre. In this application, these values are allowed to vary freely as no con

straints are imposed upon them. However, if such constraints are desired, they may be 

included by delaying the final time of the simulation interVal compared to the final time of 

the handling manoeuvre, and lengthening the simulation interval correspondingly. During 

the added time-interval, the valnes of the state variables may be penalized in a way that 

approaches the effects of the desired final state constraints. Although, this approach to 

modeling free initial and fixed final boundary conditions may not yield results identical to 

those of genuine boundary conditions, their effects may be approached closely. 

Most optimal control problems presented in literature, use time as the independent varia

bie. However, for handling manoeuvres, the independent variabie used by the path-tracking 

simulation model, travelled distance along the road centerline (see Equation 4.13), is more 

suited. By using this independent variable, the terrns in the cost functional are linked to 

specific road segments rather than to time-intervals, which facilitates the definition and 

interpretation of the functional. Moreover, this variabie allows the functional to be speci

fied independently of the car's speed, which prevents the need to modify the functional 

each time the car's speed is changed. 

To reduce the complexity of the resulting equations, the distance travelled along the car's 

trajectory is used as the independent variabie instead of the distance travelled along the 

road centerline. In doing so, the distance compensation (term A in Equation 4.13) is 

eliminated from the relation between the old and new independent variables, which saves a 
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considerable amount of calculation effort, when solving the resulting optima! control 

problem. In theory, this simplification does not allow the terms in the functional to be 

Iinked to specific road segments. However, in practice, the consequences of this simplift

cation were found to be minimal, due to the relatively smalt contribution of this distance 

compensation caused by the, usually, relatively small deviation of the car trajectory from 

the road centerline. 

5.3 Cost functional 

In the optimal control problem onder consideration, the functional reptaces the driver with 

respect to defining a campromise between minimizing driver effort and maximizing path

following. Therefore, this functional contains the quantities that are representative of 

driver effort as well as the quantities that are representative of path-following. For the 

handling manoeuvres that are to be simulated with this model, the driver effort is related 

to the .driver's steer actions only. These are represented by the angular dis placement, 

velocity, and acceleration of the steering wheel, as well as the torque applied u pon the 

steering wheel. Of these quantities, only the steering wheel torque is not included in the 

functional since, for aU relevant cases, it may be expressed as a function of the steering 

wheel angular displacement, velocity, and acceleration, as discussed inSection 3.3.4. 

Obviously, the quantities that are representative of path-following are the coordinates of 

the car's center of gravity in the inertial ground plane. In addition, the car's lateral accele

ration is used as a measure of path-following since, for a given car speed, a car's lateral 

acceleration is completely determined by its path. Also, the ioclusion of lateral accelera

tion in the functional is expected to facilitate the interpretation of the results, since it is 

common to typify the severity of handling manoeuvres by means of lateral acceleration 

levels. Furthermore, unlike a car's path, its lateral acceleration is nearly always measured 

during instrumented testing which, if required, allows a straightforward comparison be

tween simulation and experimental results. 

As a result, the following six quantities are included in the functional to represent the 

campromise between driver effort and path-following 

• steering wheel angle 

• steering wheel angular velocity 

• steering wheel angular acceleration 

• path x coordinate 

• path y coordinate 
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• lateral acceleration 

In view of these quantities and the general definition of the functional, given by Equation 

(5.2), the steering input for the car model, and thus the control variabie for the optima! 

control problem under consideration, is the angular acceleration of the steering wheel. 

The inclusion of steering wheel angular velocity and acceleration in the cost functional 

also allows the inclusion, in this driver model, of a human limitation in the form of a 

neuro-motor time-delay. As mentioned by Kleinman (1970, 1971), the inclusion, in the 

functional, of a cost on control rate can be used to introduce a first order time-lag in the 

optima! controller. Thus, if steering wheel angle or velocity is regarded as the most 

important control quantity, a neuro-motor time-delay can be included by penalizing the 

steering wheel velocity or acceleration, respectively. In contrast, if steering wheel accele

ration is regarded as the most important control quantity, this time-delay can not be 

included. 

The compromise between driver effort and path-following is modeled by means of a linear 

combination of six terros which each represent one of the quantities mentioned above. The 

corresponding functional reads 

SI 6 

J 1~ T,(s) ds (5.3) 
s, 

in which index i represents quantity number i, and s0 and s1 represent the start and end 

distauces of the simulation interval, respectively. For each of the six quantities, term T;(s) 

is expressed as 

(5.4) 

in which x1 represents the value of variabie i, and x,,", represents the reference value of 

variabie x1, which denotes the desired value of the variable. Term P1 represents the penalty 

factor for quantity i, which is a measure of the importance that is attached to a deviation 

of the corresponding reference value. Both the reference value and the penalty factor are 

allowed to vary with travelled distance. (In Equation (5.4), the control variabie for the 

optimal control problem, steering wheel angular acceleration, is denoted as x3.) 

If more than one penalty factor P;(s) is set to a value greater than zero, the functional 

consists of different contributions, each representing the deviation of a quantity from its 

reference and the importance attached to it. For example, by setting only the penalty 
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functions of the steering wheel angle and the path y coordinate to valnes greater than zero, 

the total value of the functional consists of two parts: one part representing the deviation 

of the steering wheel angle from its reference, and the other part representing the deviation 

of the path y coordinate from its reference. By increasing the ratio of the steer and path 

penalty factors, the contribution of the steer deviation to the functional value is increased 

relative to the contribution of tbe path deviation. Subsequent minimization of the functio

nal will cause the deviation from the steer reference to decrease at the expense of the path 

deviation in order to minirnize the sum of their contributions. In this way, the relative 

importance of the six quantities in the functional, and thus the relative importance between 

driver effort and path following, is controlled. 

5.4 Solution of the optimal control problem 

The general formulation of the optimal control problem under consideration is given by 

Equations (5.1) and (5.2). Generally, befare attempting to solve such a problem, it is 

establisbed whether a solution to this problem exists. This partienlar problem is defined to 

yield a comprornise between rninirnizing driver effort and maxirnizing path-following. At 

one extreme, the reference for the driver effort is achieved exactly, at the other extreme, 

the reference for the path-following is achieved exactly. In view of this, it is assumed that, 

as long as the results for both extremes are realistic, realistic results for a campromise can 

be found. Furthermore, even if the results at one extreme are not realistic, realistic results 

for a campromise between the two extremes may still be found. For example, even if 

exactly following a specified reference path yields unrealistic results because it requires 

changes of direction which exceed the car's capabilities, a campromise between following 

this path and following smoother reference steer actions may yield realistic results, becau

se of the smoothing effect of these steer actions. Consequently, a realistic solution to the 

problem under consideration is assumed to exist because of physical considerations. 

The solution to an optimal control problem may be determined from a set of equations 

that is derived from the original problem. If these equations form a set of conditions that 

are sufficient for optimality, a solution that complies with these conditions is optima!. In 

contrast, if these equations form a set of conditions that are necessary for optimality, a 

solution that complies with these conditions does not have to be optima!. However, any 

salution that does not comply with these necessary conditions is not optimal. In theory, 

when relying on necessary conditions only, all solutions to these conditions have to be 

determined, after which the optimal solution can be selected on the basis of the functio

nal's value and its existence. In this application, thè solution to the optimal control pro-
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blem relies solely on the use of necessary conditions, because of their relative simplicity. 

Furthermore, a solution that satisfies the necessary conditions is regarded as optimal. Only 

if this solution appears suspect because of physical considerations, attempts are made to 

determine other solutions to the necessary conditions. 

Necessary conditions for optimality are derived from the first order varlation of the func

tional with respect to the control variable. Because this control variabie also affects the 

state variables, as indicated by the state equations, their dependency has to be included in 

the differentiation of the functional. For this, costate variables À( s) are used (Sage, 1968), 

· which allow the control and state variables to be treated as independent, whilst guaran

teeing the satisfaction of the state equations. This leads to the augmented functional ! 0 , 

which reads 

si 

J.(u,x0 ) =I {l(x,u) + À7(f(x,u) -x]}ds (5.5) 

in which ')} represents the transpose of costate vector À and ~ represents the differentiation 

of the state variables with respect to the new independent variable, distance travelled. To 

obtain a more useful representation, the last term of this functional is integrated by parts 

to yield 

J.(u,x0 ) =- F(s
1
)x

1 
+ F(s0 )x0 + 

., 
I {l(x,u) + Ff(x,u) + irxlds (5.6) 

•• 

in which x0 and x1 denote the valnes of the state variables at the start and end of the 

simulation interval, respectively. To determine the effect of a control variation, Öu(s), on 

the functional, its first order variation, öJ., with respect to the control variabie is conside

red. This varlation reads 

öJ. = J.(u + Öu,x0 + öxo> - J.(u,xo> = 
A,T(s

1
) öx

1 
+ A,T(s0) Öx0 + 

'r I [lx(x,u) + A,Tfx(x,u) + iTJ Öxds + 

SI 

I [l.(x, u) + À.rf. (x, u)] Öu ds 
s, 

(5.7) 
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in which subscripts x and u denote the differentlation with respect to the state and control 

vectors, respectively. Por a combination of state, control, and costate variables to corres

pond to an extremum, this varlation bas to vanish, irrespective of the valnes of óx and öu 
Also, because the value of x0 is fixed, the value of ÖX0 is equal to zero which leads to the 

following expressions 

À.(s1) = 0 
~T T T , 
A = -lx (x, u)-fx (x,u)11. 

l.T(X,U) +f.T(X,U)À. =0 
(5.8a,b,c) 

Together with the state equations, these equations form the conditions that a combination 

of state, con trol, and costate variables bas to satisfy, in order to be optimal. As can he 

seen, this set of necessaty conditions consists of a combination of differential and alge

braic equations. 

By solving the algebraic equations for the control variables and substituting the resulting 

expressions in the differential equations, the control variabie may be eliminared from the 

necessary conditions which leads to the following equations 

i= f(x,À.) 

1 = -lx<x,À.) - À.r fx(x,À) 

x(s~ =x0 

À(sj> = 0 
(5.9a,b,c,d) 

(A requirement for solving the algebraic equations for the control variabie is that the 

penalty factor for the control variabie is nonzero over the entire simulation interval, which 

is assurned to be the case.) Equations (5.9a,b,c,d) form a set of differential equations of 

which the boundaty conditions for the state variables are given at the start of the simuiati

on interval and the boundaty conditions for the costate variables are given at the end of 

the simulation interval. This type of problem is referred to as a two-point boundaty-value 

problem. Because the differential equations have to be solved simultaneously, the split 

boundaty conditions prevent these equations from being solved by straightforward inte

gration. Instead, a metbod for solving two-point boundary-value problems has to be used. 

Primarily, the choice of a metbod for solving two-point boundaty-value problems depends 

on whether the problem under consideration contains linear or non-linear differential 

equations. In the case of linear equations, the optimal control problem is referred to as 

Iinear and its solution can be calculated with relative ease. In contrast, in the case of non

linear equations, the problem is referred to as non-linear and its solution requires more 
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calculation effort. Whetber an optimal control problem is linear or non-linear, depends on 

tbe definition of tbe functional and tbe state equations. Here, the definition of the functio

nal yields linear terms in the differential equations. However, the non-linear state equati

ons cause part of tbe differential equations that make up tbe two-point boundary-value 

problem to be non-linear. Consequently, tbe optimal control problem under consideration 

has to be solved by using a metbod for solving non-linear two-point boundary-value pro

blems. 

Different methods for solving non-linear two-point boundary-value problems have been 

reported (Sage, 1968; Miele, 1970; Kirk 1970; Bryson, 1975) which involve either flood

ing or iterative procedures. In tbe case of flooding, a number of state and costate trajecto

rles are calculated, based on the known boundary conditions and estimates of the unknown 

boundary conditions at one end of tbe simulation interval. If these estimates are close 

enough to the real boundary conditions, the corresponding state or costate trajectories will 

be sufficiently close to tbe known boundary conditions at tbe other end of tbe simulation 

interval to allow extrapolation, from which a salution totbetwo-point boundary-value pro

blem may be found. However, estimating boundary conditions tbat will cause tbe corres

ponding state or costate trajectories to be sufficiently close to the boundary conditions at 

the other end is rather difficult, because of the sensitivity of these trajectories to the 

boundary conditions (Bryson, pp. 214-215). Consequently, a large number of trajectories 

may be calculated before an acceptable solution to tbe two-point boundary-value problem 

is found, which makes this approach rather unattractive. 

Amongst tbe iterative procedures, two types can be distinguished. The first type requires a 

good estimate of the probiem's solution, after which convergence to tbe optima! salution is 

rapid. The second type does not require a good estimate of tbe solution, but convergence 

is slow once the optima! salution is approached. Since this partienlar problem consists of 

deterrnining a campromise between following reference driver actions and following a 

reference path, eitb~r tbe optima! steer action, or the optimal path is readily estirnated. 

When estirnating tbe optimal steer action, the corresponding state trajectories may be 

calculated using the open-loop model, presented in Chapter 3. When estimating the opti

ma! patb, the corresponding state trajectories may be calculated using the path-tracking 

model, presented in Chapter 4. In view of tbis, the type of iteration metbod that requires a 

good estimate of the solution, and which promises rapid convergence when in the vicinity 

of the optimal solution, was selected to solve the problem under consideration. 

In tbis type of iteration method, different approaches can be distinguished such as the 

neighbouring extremal metbod, the quasi-linearization method, and the second-order gra-
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dient method. These methods mainly . differ with respect to the variables that are estimated 

to start the iteration process: in the neighboring extremal method, the unknown boundary 

conditions are estimated; in the quasi-linearization method, the trajectories of the state and 

costate variables are estimated; and in the second-order gradient method, the control 

trajectocy is estimated. In view of the sensitivity of the state and costate trajectories with 

respect to variations in the boundary conditions, as mentioned earlier, the neighboring 

extremal metbod which relies on estimates of these boundary conditions was rejected. Of 

the remaining two methods, the second-order gradient metbod is considered less suitable. 

Since, for an estimated control trajectocy, the corresponding state trajectories are determi

ned by integration, the differences between estimated and optimal control trajectories may 

cause accumulating differences between estimated and optirnal state trajectories. In con

trast, by estimating the state trajectocy, the magnitude of these differences may be readily 

controlled which is important since, in order to solve the two-point boundary-value pro

blem, these differences should be kept as small as possible. Consequently, the quasi

linearization metbod was selected to solve the optimal control problem under considerati

on. 

5.5 Quasi-linearization metbod 

The quasi-linearization metbod relies on the successive linearization of the non-linear two

point boundacy-value problem around nominal state and costate trajectories. For each 

linearization, the corresponding linear two-point boundary-value problem is solved, after 

which its solution is used as the new nominal trajectocy. This process is repeated, until 

consecutive nominal trajectories differ by less than a predetermined amount. 

5.5.1 Linear two-point bonndary-valne problem 

The non-linear two-point boundary-value problem consists of Equations (5.9a,b,c,d). The 

linearization of these equations around a nominal trajectocy (x1,'Af) can be expressed as 

[
.1: 
1
"'] [A B ] [x 1"'] [c] 

'j..1"' = D -A T À.I+I + E ; 
(5.10a,b,c) 

with A, B, and D representing distance-dependent matrices and C, and E repcesenting 

distance-dependent column veetors which can be expressed as 
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A =fx(x 1,À}) 

B=A(xi,'}.,,i) 

C =i 1-fx(x 1)./)x 1-A(x 1,À/)À/ 

D = [ -J,T(x I,'A.')À/-l.T(x t,À.i)]. 

E = ;._; _ [ -J/ (x 1 ,À.t)À.t-l/ (x t,À.t)].x t_ [ -.fxT (x t,À.;)]À.; 

(5.lla,b,c,d,e) 

In literature, various methods for solving problems of tbis type have been reported such as 

the superposition metbod (Miele, 1968; Bryson, 1975) and the sweep metbod (Sage, 1968; 

Kirk 1970; Bryson, 1975). Compared to the sweep method, the superposition metbod is 

associated with smaller numerical accuracy and even with numerical instahilities (Bryson, 

pp. 232). Consequently, tbe sweep metbod was selected for solving tbe Hnear boundary

value problem under consideration. 

The assumption on which tbe sweep metbod is based is that the trajectories of tbe costate 

variables can be expressed as linear, distance (time) dependent functions of the state varia

bles, as illustrated by 

À.(s) = K(s)x(s)+S(s) 
(5.12) 

in which K is a symmetrical matrix (matrices B and D are symmetrical) and S is a column 

vector. Differentiating tbis relation witb respect to travelled distance, substituting Equation 

(5.10a), eliminating À.(s), and collecting terms yields 

[K-D+KA+A TK+KBK]x(s) + §-F+KC+A TS+KBS = 0 
(5.13) 

This bas to apply for all values of x(s) which allows the following two equations to be 

derived 

K=D-KA-A TK-KBK 
s =F-KC-A TS-KBS (5.14a,b) 

the first of which is generally called a Riccati equation. The boundary conditions for these 

equations are obtained by evaluating expression (5.12) at the end point of the simulation 

interval which, in view of Equation (5.9d), yields 

(5.15a,b) 
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5.5.2 Quasi-linearization algorithm 

Basedon this theory, a quasi-linearization algorithm bas been developed. After the optimal 

state and costate trajectories have been estimated, the non-linear equations are linearized 

around these estimates. This involves the calculation of matrices A, B, C, D, and E, given 

by expressions (5.11a,b,c,d,e), respectively. These matrices are required for the calculation 

of the derivatives of matrices K and S, as illustrated by Equations (5.14a,b). Matrices K 

and S are then calculated by backward integration of their derivatives starting from their 

final point boundary conditions, given by Equations (5.15a,b). 

At the starting point of the simulation interval, Equation (5.12) cao be evaluated which, 

together with the initia) state values of Equation (5.10b) yields the initial values for the 

costate variables. As a result, the two-point boundary-value problem is reduced toa single

point boundary value problem, which is readily solved to yield new state and costate 

trajectories. Altematively, Equation (5.12) can be substituted into the first part of Equation 

(5.10a) to yield 

x i <I= (A +BK) x i <I+ (BS +C) 
(5.16) 

in which i denotes the i-th iteration. In combination with the initial state values, given by 

Equation (5.10b), this equation allows the new state and control trajectories to be calcula

ted from the distance histories of matrices A, B, C, K, and S. Based on the new state and 

control trajectories, the corresponding functional value can be calculated by evaluating 

Equations (5.4) and (5.3). 

Once the new state and costate trajectories as well as the functîonal value have been 

calculated, it is decided whether the iteration process is allowed to continue, or whether it 

is to stop. In theory, the optimal solution is arrived at once consecutive state and costate 

trajectories are identical (.t+1= .t and À}+1= /./). If this is the case, Equations (5.10a,b,c) are 

reduced to 

x i<! f(x i <I ,À/<J) 

'Á,i-ol -(fxTÀ, +lxT) L,. )"•• 
xi-oi(so) =xo 

').,i<~(sf) =0 
(5.17a,b,c) 

which corresponds to the original non-linear two-point boundary-value problem. In practi

ce, the iteration process is stopped as soon as consecutive functîonal values differ by less 

than a small, predetermined, amount. If consecutive functional values do not converge, the 

iteration process is stopped and bas to be restarted from different state and costate estima-
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tes. Also, to act as an extra safeguard, the iteration process is stopped as soon as a speci

fied number of iterations is reached. 

5.6 Reduced car model 

As can be seen from Equation (5.11), the solution of the non-linear boundary-value pro

blem requires the first and second order differentiation of the expressions for the functi

onal and the state equations, with respect to the control and state variables. Por the functi

onal, this is relatively straightforward. However, for the state equations of the full car 

model presented in Chapter 3, this is considered impractical. Since this differentiation is 

part of all eligable solution methods mentioned in Section 5.4, this problem can not be 

circumvented by selecting another of these methods. To eliminate this problem, the state 

equations are simplified by reducing the complexity of the car modeL Next to simplifying 

the differentiation of the state equations, this reduces the number of state equations which 

decreases the computational effort. 

Obviously, by simplifying the car model, the correlation between its simulation results and 

reality is reduced. To affect this correlation as little as possible, the following features 

have been retained in the reduced car model: 

• lateral, yaw, and roll degrees of freedom 

• non-linear, load dependent, dynarnic tire characteristics 

• linearized suspension characteristics such as compliance steer, rollstiffness, etc. 

Compared to the car model presented in Chapter 3, the main features that have been 

ornitted pertain to the movements of the car in Iongitudinal and vertical directions. More 

specifically, the longitudinal, vertical, and pitch degrees of freedom of the sprung mass, 

the vertical as well as the spin degrees of freedom of the unsprung masses, the drive and 

brake forces, and the longitudinal weight transfer are not included in the reduced car 

model. The car's speed is used as input and is allowed to vary as a function of the distan

ce travelled. The state equations of this reduced car model are listed in Appendix C. 

The correlation between this reduced car model and the full car model is illustrated by the 

results presented in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. In these figures, results from both models 

are shown for identical manoeuvres. In Figure 5.1, the results of a steady-state circle 

manoeuvre are shown, in the form of the average slip angle of the rear wheels, the car 

side-slip angle, the average slip angle of the front wheels, and the steering wheel angle, as 

a function of the car's lateral acceleration. These results are shown for two car configura

tions. The first configuration being the standard car used for the validation of the open

loop and path-tracking simulation models. The second configuration being the standard car 
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carrying an extra ballast of 300 kg on the rear axle. The results of the full car model are 

shown by means of the '+' and '0' signs, for the standard and laden cars, respectively. The 

results of the reduced car model are shown by means of the 'x' and '*' signs, for the 

standard and laden cars, respectively. 

As can beseen from Figure 5.1, the rear slip angles calculated by both models correspond 

very well. For the laden car, the differences between both models are mainly caused by 

the linearization of the relation between the wheel camber angles and the suspension 

deflection of the rear wheels. For the car's side-slip angle, the differences between the two 

models are more apparent. These differences are mainly caused by the linearization of the 

relations between the steer angles of the rear wheels and the suspension deflection and the 

lateral forces. For the front slip angles, the differences between the · results of the two 

models are mainly caused by the linearization of the spring stiffnesses of the front suspen

sion. The increase in front slip angle for the laden car is predieled similarly by both 

models and is caused by this car's larger roU angles and the corresponding change of 

camber angles. Finally, the steering wheel angles for both models differ considerably, 

especially, for higher lateral accelerations. After taking into account the basic steerratio, 

which bas a value of approximately 18, the difference between the front wheel steerangles 

of both models is approximately 1 deg, at a lateral acceleration of 7 m/s2
• These differen

ces are the additions of all the differences caused by the simplification of the car model. 

Next to the comparison of steady-state circle simulation results, results of both car models 

are shown for a series of double lane-change manoeuvres. These simulations were perfor

med for the standard car and are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, for five levels of lateral 

acceleration. In these figures, the car responses, in the form of the time-histories of lateral 

acceleration, yaw rate, and roll rate, are shown for the full car model (dashed lines) and 

the reduced car model (solid lines). Also, for one level of lateral acceleration, an experi

mental car response is shown (heavy dotted lines). 

As cao be seen from these figures, the results obtained with the two car models show 

good correlation. Especially, the car responses at lateral acceleration levels of 4, 5, 6, and 

7 m/s2 correspond very well. The car responses at a lateral acceleration level of 8 rn!s2 

correspond less well, especially during the time-interval from 5 to 6 seconds. Also, the 

correlation between the calculated car responses and the measured car response shows 

good correlation, except for the yaw rate, the calculated peak values of which appear to be 

approximately 2 deg/s too large. However, it must be noted that the data of the tires used 

during these measurements was estimated in the way described in Section 6.6.1. 
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For the steady-state and dynamie manoeuvres, the results of the two car models corres

pond well, up to lateral acceleration levels of 6.5 and 7 rnls2
, respectively. At higher levels 

of lateral acceleration, the reduced car model prediets less understeer than the full car 

model. For the results shown, these differences are mainly caused by the linearization of 

the suspension characteristics. Because the suspension characteristics were linearized 

around the static position of the standard car, this linearization also explains the larger 

differences between the results of the two models fortheladen car. 

If required, the correlation between the reduced and full car models may be improved by 

tuning the suspension characteristics of the reduced car model to yield good correlation for 

a particular set of conditions. For example, if the correlation for a partienlar range of 

lateral accelerations is to be improved, the suspension characteristics of the reduced car 

model may be modified to yield this improvement, regardless of their linearized values. Of 

course, the correlation between the two models at other lateral accelerations will decrease, 

but this presents no problem if the characteristics are only used in the range for which 
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they were determined. This approach may also be used to compensate for the effects of 

severe drive or brak:e torques because, although the reduced car model accommodates the 

effects of varying speed, it does not accommodate the effects of longitudinal weight 

transfer and tire saturation. Another approach to including such effects in the simulation 

results is discussed at the end of the next section. 

5.7 Applications 

As mentioned before, the purpose of this driver model is to generate realistic results for 

closed-loop handling manoeuvres. Ideally, the driver model reacts to different car and tire 

configurations in the same way a real driver does. Since the reaction of this driver model 

is determined by its cost functional, this functional bas to be representative of the real 

driver. For a given manoeuvre and driver, an acceptable functional may be determined by 

fitting the terms in the functional to a number of manoeuvre replications. For this, items 

such as amplitude and frequency content of the steer actions, as well as the path deviation 

may be used. The validity of such a fitted functional should then be checked by comparing 

simulated and experimental results for a range of car and tire configurations. However, be

cause insufficient experimental results were available, a proper driver related cost functio

nal could not be determined. Instead, different applications are presented to illustrate the 

proper functioning and flexibility of this driver model. 

In the first application, the sensitivity of the steer actions and the car response with respect 

to the path deviation is illustrated. For this, a double lane-change manoeuvre was simula

ted for one car and tire configuration, for different compromises between minimizing 

driver effort and maximizing path-following. The results of these simulations are shown in 

Figure 5.4, in the form of the obtained car trajectories, the lateral accelerations, the stee

ring wheel angles, and the steering wheel velocities. The solid, dashed, dash-dotted, and 

dotted lines show the results for a decreasing importance of path-following. In the plot of 

the car trajectory, the grey areas indicate the areas in which the path deviation was pena

lized. For these areas, the maximum tolerated path deviations were 0.25, 0.20, and 0.20 m, 

respectively. In contrast, the steering wheel acceleration was penalized evenly over the 

entire distance interval. 

As can be seen, by tolerating a relatively small path deviation, the peak valnes of lateral 

acceleration, steering wheel angle, and steering wheel angular velocity can be reduced 

significantly. In this particular case, they are reduced by more than half. Also, the timing 

of the steer actions and the car response change. At larger tolerances, the steer actions are 
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initiated earlier and contain lower frequencies. These results suggest that in order to obtain 

simulation results that correspond well with reality, the allowed path deviation has to be 

selected carefully. If not, the amplitudes of the simulation results may differ considerably 

from those of experimental results. 

In the second application, the feasibility of fitting a cost functional to experimental results 

is illustrated. Por this, selected terms in the functional were fitted to yield good correspon

dence between simulated and experimental results. Here, only the reference and penalty 

terms for steering wheel acceleration and inertial y coordinate were fitted to experimental 

results from a double lane-change manoeuvre. The reference for the steering wheel acce

leration was set to zero while the centerline of the prescribed road was used as the refe

rence for the inertial y coordinate. The penalty factor for the steering wheel acceleration 

was held constant over the entire simulation interval, while the penalty factor for the y 

coordinate was allowed to vary with the distance travelled, in steps of 5 m. The reference 

values and penalty terms of the other four quantities in the cost functional were set to 

zero. In Figure 5.5, the simulated steer actions are shown (solid lines), together with the 

measured steer actions (dashed lines). Also the simulated car trajectory is shown, together 

with the path tolerances. These tolerances were set in accordance with the roadwidth 

available during the experiments and the width of the car. 

As can he seen, the simulated car trajectory stays within the boondarles of the road. Also, 

the fitted steer actions show rather good correlation with the measured steer actions, 

especially for steering wheel angle and velocity. Por both quantities, only relatively small 

errors in peak values and timing are present. However, the correlation between simulated 

and measured steering wheel accelerations is not as good. Por negative values, the simula

ted peak values are significantly smaller than the measured peak values. 

Next to calculating driver actions for closed-loop manoeuvres, the driver model may also 

be used to generate car trajectories for the path-tracking model. As mentioned in the 

preceding chapter, in order to simulate closed~loop manoeuvres, the path-tracking model 

requires the car's trajectory to be specified. In view of the sensitivity of the simulation 

results to this trajectory, the use of a proper trajectory is important. Since a trajectory that 

is generated by the driver model is based on the major characteristics of the car and tire 

configuration, such a trajectory is likely to present a suitable input for the path-tracking 

model. Purthermore, since a path-tracking simulation uses the full car model, running such 

a simulation to a trajectory generated by the driver model presents a way of eliminating 

the deficiencies of the reduced car model from the simulation results. As such, it presents 

an alternative to tuning the reduced car model to a partienlar set of conditions. 
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To illustrate this application, a slalom manoeuvre was simulated with the driver model, for 

the standard and laden cars. The trajectories generated by the driver model were then used 

as input for the path-tracking model. The slalom manoeuvre was defined by eight cones 

which were placed 30 metres apart, while the car was to be driven in between these cones 

with a speed of 90 kmlh. Por both car configurations, the behaviour of the driver was 

modeled by means of the same cost functional which was defined by penalizing the stee

ring wheel acceleration and the path deviation to yield acceptable trajectories. The main 

results of these simulations are shown in Figure 5.6, in which the car trajectories, the 

lateral accelerations, the steering wheel angles, and the steering wheel veloeities are 

shown, for the two car confignrations. The results for the standard car are shown in the 

npper part of each plot, while the resnlts for the laden car are shown in the lower part. 

The resnlts obtained with the driver model are shown by means of solid lines while the 

resnlts obtained with the path-tracking model are shown by means of dasbed lines. In the 

plot of the car trajectories, the circles denote the virtual positions of the cones after the 

car's width bas been taken into account. 

As can be seen from Figure 5.6, the results obtained with the driver model are smooth and 

repetitive and are simHar for both car configurations. Compared with the standard car, the 

laden car does not approach the cones as closely which results in slightly higher levels of 

lateral acceleration, approximately 7 m/s2 for the laden car and approximately 6.5 m/s2 for 

the standard car. Also, for the laden car, the amplitudes of the steer actions are slightly 

smaller and their timing is slightly advanced. These resnlts are explained by the different 

properties of the two cars and the selected driver behaviour. Because the laden car is less 

nadersteered than the standard car, as illustrated by Figure 5.1, the laden car will, under 

normal circnmstances, reqnire smaller steer actions to foltow identical trajectories. 

However, for both cars, the tunetionals are identical which means that the relative impor

tance of minimizing the driver actions and maximizing path-foltowing is identical. As a 

result, the reduction ·in driver effort caused by the less understeered car is compensated for 

by a rednetion in path deviation. Since the relevant part of the reference path consisted of 

a sine wave with an amplitude of 2 metres, a rednetion of the path deviation means that 

the cones are approached less closely, which is in agreement with the results obtained. 
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For both car configurations, the trajectories obtained with the path-tracking model slightly 

deviate from the specified trajectories, approximately 0.2 m at a travelled distance of 

approximately 400 m. The lateral acceleration distance-histories obtained with the path

tracking model are identical to those obtained with the driver model. These effects were 

also observed in the validation of the path-tracking model, in Section 4.6, and indicate the 

correct simulation of the manoeuvres. For the standard car, the path-tracking results show 

slightly larger amplitudes and slightly different shapes for the steer actions than the driver 

model results. For the laden car, the steer actions calculated by the path-tracking model 

differ clearly from the steer actions calculated by the driver model. lnstead of showing a 

relatively smooth course, the path-tracking steer actions show violent changes of direction, 

especially in the steering wheel velocity. However, once the car bas passed the second 

cone, the car setties into a pattem until it is steered out of the manoeuvre after the seventh 

cone. 

Also for both car configurations, the larger amplitudes for the path-tracking steer actions 

are consistent with the larger understeer of the full car model relative to the reduced car 

model, as illustrated by Figure 5.1. Also, for both configurations, the amplitudes of the 

steer actions are increased by the drive forces that are required to maintain the car's speed. 

These forces cause a longitudinal weight transfer which introduces an additional ondersteer 

effect. The oscillations in the path-tracking steer actions are caused by the linearization of 

the suspension characteristics. For the laden car, these oscillations are larger because of 

two reasons. First, because the car's suspension characteristics were linearized around the 

static position of the standard car, the differences between the reduced and the full car 

models are larger for the laden car. Second, for the laden car, the level of lateral accelera

tion is higher, which reduces the correlation between both car models, as can be seen from 

Figure 5.1. Because of these reasons, the differences between the reduced and full car 

models are larger for the laden car than for the standard car, which corresponds to the 

larger differences found between the steer actions of the path-tracking and driver models. 

5.8 Discussion 

In general, the simplification of the car model bas disadvantages since it reduces the corre

lation between simulation results and reality. When used for generating steer actions, this 

driver model will not react to all changes that may be made to the full car model. When 

used for generating paths, the differences between the car models may cause the steer acti

ons of the path-tracking model to exhibit unrealistic characteristics. However, because the 

reduced car model still contains the most important elements of the full car model, these 
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disadvantages are relatively small. As far as the steer actions are concemed, the driver 

model will still react to changes in the main parameters of the full car model. Only chan

ges in relatively minor parameters will not be reacted to. As far as the paths are concer

ned, the differences between the path-tracking steer actions and the driver model steer ac

tions are expected to be relatively small because of the same reason. Furthermore, results 

from a substantial number of simulations suggest that, in most cases, these differences are 

predictable. If desired, this allows these differences to be taken into account when specify

ing the cost functional. 

In view of the advantages of using a reduced car model, the disadvantages are considered 

to be acceptable. These advantages are: a considerable simplification of the denvation of 

the necessary conditions for optimality and the reduction of the calculation effort. The 

number of state equations was reduced by a factor of approximately 3, which is estimated 

to yield, at least, a similar reduction in calculation effort. 

For the double lane-change manoeuvre presented, the correlation between the simulated 

and measured results is rather good. Nevertheless, it may still be improved. In the results 

shown, the fitting of the cost functional was primarily aimed at achieving the measured 

steering wheel angle and toa lesser extent the steering wheel angular velocity. Because of 

this, the correlation between simulated and measured steering wheel accelerations may 

have suffered. Also, as mentioned before, of the six possible quantities, only two were 

used for the fitting. Furthermore, one of these quantities was penalized by means of a . 

distance dependent function, which varied only after having been constant for a minimum 

distance of 5 metres. As a result, by using more, or different, quantities for the fitting and 

by using more finely spaeed penalty functions, the correlation between simulated and 

measured results is expected to improve. 

The cost functional fitted to this manoeuvre repHeation can not be regarded as representa

tive of the double lane-change manoeuvre. Since it is based on only one replication, it can 

only be seen as representative of this particular replication, for this particular car and tire 

configuration, for this particular driver. Nevertheless, this functional may be used as a 

starting point for fitting other tunetionals to representative data, since it contains the basic 

elements required for fitting steer actions to double lane-change manoeuvres. Once these 

basic elements have been determined, modifying the steer actions by modifying the terros 

in the functional is relatively straightforward. 

When simulating a particular type of manoeuvre for the first time, the iteration algorithm 

for solving the corresponding non-linear two-point boundary-value problem was started 
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from state trajectories generated by the path·tracking model. For consecutive simulations 

of this manoeuvre using different functionals, car and tire configurations, or car speeds, 

the iteration algorithm was, generally, started from the solution to the previous problem. 

Usually, the solution to the boundary-value problem was approached closely within two or 

three iterations. Sometimes, poor starting values were found to cause the iteration algo

rithm to produce erratic results. However, for all simulations performed with the driver 

model, realistic results could be obtained using better starting conditions. Also, for a 

number of cost functionals, different starting conditions were tried. These yielded either 

identical, or erratic results, which suggests the absence of local optima in the simulations 

performed. 
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Chapter 6 

N ume.rical optimization of tire characteristics 

6.1 Introduetion 

The simulation roodels presented in the preceding chapters allow a car's handling characte

ristics to be evaluated for given tire characteristics. If these handling characteristics are 

unsatisfactory, the tire characteristics have to be modified. Por handling manoeuvres that 

are performed with low levels of lateral acceleration, the required tire modifications may 

be deduced from the elementary behaviour of a car, which can be predicted analytically. 

However, for severe handling manoeuvres, this analytica! approach is less suitable because 

of the variety and the non-linearity of the effects involved. 

To determine the desired tire characteristics in a rapid and reliable way, the denvation of 

required tire characteristics from desired car handling characteristics is translated into a 

parameter optirnization problem, which can be solved by means of numerical methods for 

parameter optirnization. Besides evaluating a car's handling characteristics for given tire 

characteristics, this translation involves: specifying the desired car handling characteristics 

and descrihing the relevant tire characteristics by means of parameters. These items are 

addressed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, after which the numerical metbod used to solve the 

resulting parameter optimization problem is discussed in Section 6.4. 

6.2 Optimization criterion 

For car handling, the optimization of tire characteristics is aimed at improving the relation 

between the driver's steer actions and the car's response. In the past, this relation has been 

the subject of much research (Bergmann, 1977; Weir, 1978), which was aimed at transla

ting subjective driver comments about a car's handling characteristics into objective 

criteria with respect to vehicle dynamics quantities. Por a specific handling manoeuvre, 

such criteria are derived from a statistica! analysis of a number of driver ratings and the 

corresponding vehicle dynamics quantities. These criteria are expressed in terros of desired 

gains, time-lags, overshoots, etcetera, which are derived from the time-histories of specific 

vehicle dynamics quantities. 
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Although, the optimization of tire characteristics is aimed at making a car and tire conti

guration meet handling criteria, these criteria themselves are not used to define the optimi

zation criterion. Instead, the optimization criterion is defined by means of a set of time

histories that repcesent the desired car behaviour. Besides reducing the computational 

effort, this bas the advantage that a single optimization criterion can be used for the va

riety of criteria associated with the different manoeuvres. In theory, these desired time

histories have to be determined from the corresponding handling criteria. However, in 

practice, time-histories obtained from cars with good handling characteristics, which are 

usually available, can be used to define the optimization criterion. Consequently, the hand

ling criteria themselves are not required which, in view of their large variety, presents a 

significant simplification of the problem under consideration. 

For open-loop manoeuvres, the evaluation of a car's handling characteristics is based only 

on the car response. The main quantities repcesenting this response are the car's lateral 

acceleration and its yaw rate. As a result, for this type of manoeuvre, the optimization of 

tire characteristics is primarily aimed at achieving acceptable time-histories of these two 

quantities. Also, the time-histories of the car's lateral velocity and the average slip angles 

of the front and rear tires are included in the optimization criterion. Since these quantities 

are closely related to the tires' operating conditions, they may offer additional information 

about the tires' performance. 

For closed-loop manoeuvres, the evaluation of a car's handling characteristics is based on 

the steer actions that are required to make the car perform such a manoeuvre. These steer 

actions include the angular displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the steering wheel. 

The remaining steer action, the torque applied upon the steering wheel by the driver, is not 

included in the optimization criterion because it is mainly determined by the tire's self

aligning torque characteristic which is almost irrelevant to car handling. Furthermore, by 

modeling power assisted steering systems by means of a desired torque characteristic, as 

discussed in Section 3.3.4, the steering wheel torque is completely determined by the 

combination of the three quantities mentioned above. Consequently, the optimization of a 

car's handling characteristics is based on the time-histories of: 

• lateral acceleration 

• yaw rate 

• lateral velocity 

• average slip angle of the front tires 

• average slip angle of the rear tires 

• steering wheel angle 
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• steering wheel angular velocity 

• steering wheel angular acceleration 

To optimize the time-histories of these eight quantitîes, differences between the desired 

time-histories and the obtained time-histories are linked to the value of the optimization 

criterion. Consequently, the minimization of the value of this criterion causes these diffe

rences to be eliminated as far as possible, which causes the car's handling characteristics 

to be optimized. To allow great flexibility in specifying the desired handling characteris

tics, the optimization criterion, I(t), is defined in the following way 

tf 8 

I(t) =I L T/t) dt 
i•J 

'• 
(6.1) 

in which t0 and t1 are the start and end times of the handling manoeuvre, and index i 

denotes one of the eight quantities in the optimization criterion. For simulations performed 

with the path-tracking and driver models, the independent variable, t, must be replaced by 

travelled distance, represented by s. Term T;(t) is determined from the following logic 

if xlt) >x .ft) 

[ l

p, 
x.t -x .t 

Tft) =P .(t) /) .} ) 
I U,l X ft) 

SC, I 

if x;(t) < xdt) 

T.(t) = p .(t) [xdt) -x/() f' 
' I.• x .(t) 

sc,t 

if xJt) Sx,(t) sx.,lt) 
T/t) =0 

(6.2) 

In this expression, x/t) represents the momentary value of the i-th variable, while x.,;(t) 

and xdt) represent the, time-dependent, upper and lower limits of the acceptable region 

for variabie x1• P.jt) and Pdt) represent the corresponding penalty factors which indicate 

if and by how much the exceeding of a limit is to increase the value of the criterion. By 

setting these factors to zero, the value of the criterion is not increased, regardless of the 

current value of xlt). By setting them to a value greater than zero, the value of the opti-
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mization criterion is increased, depending on the difference between the appropriate limit 

value and the momentruy value of x;(t). To penalize large differences between momentruy 

and limit values more heavily than small differences, the power P; is introduced. 

lf different variables are allowed to contribute to the value of the optimization criterion 

simultaneously, their relative importance bas to be established. This is done by means of 

the so-called sealing factor x,c,i· This sealing factor is introduced to compensate for the 

different ranges of the eight quantities that are included in the optimization criterion. For 

example, the lateral acceleration may range from -9 to 9 m/s2
, while the yaw rate rnay 

range from -30 to 30 deg/s, and the steering wheel angle may range from -180 to 180 

degrees. Accordingly, the differences between the momentruy and limit values also have 

different ranges. This makes the interpretation of the criterion value rather difficult since 

the contribution of one quantity may overshadow the contributions of all others. By using 

sealing factors to scale the differences for each quantity, the contributions of the different 

quantities to the optimization criterion can be controlled rather easily. The values of these 

sealing factors can be interpreled as measures of the relative importance of the eight 

quantities. For example, by specifying sealing factors of 2 m/s2
, 5 deg/s, and 15 deg for 

lateral acceleration, yaw rate, and steering wheel angle, respectively, a difference of 2 m/s2 

between momentruy and limit lateral accelerations will have the same effect on the value 

of the optimization criterion as a difference of 5 deg/s between momentruy and limit yaw 

rates, or a difference of 15 deg between momentruy and limit steering wheel angles, the 

other relevant variables being equal. 

6.3 Optimization variables 

As explained in Chapter 1, four tire parameters have been selected to represent the tire 

handling characteristics: load dependency of friction level, a1, friction level, ~. cornering 

stiffness, ~. and load at maximum cornering stiffness, a4• To facilitate the interpretation of 

the results, these parameters themselves are not optimized. Instead, they are multiplied by 

coefficients whose values are optimized. For example, parameter a1 is replaced by the term 

p1a1 where p1 is the coefficient whose value is to be optimized. To extend the range of 

application of this tire characteristic optimization, the characteristics of the front and rear 

tires rnay also be optimized independently. This not only allows the optimization of the 

handling characteristics of cars that are equipped with different front and rear tires, it also 

provides information about possible suspension modifications, if tire modifications alone 

are not sufficient to achieve the desired handling characteristics. In this case, parameters ~t;r 

and a;, of the front and rear tires, respectively, are multiplied by coefficients p1r and Pir 
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(index i indicates the tire coefficient). To prevent the use of unrealistic · tire characteristics, 

the values of the tire coefficients are limited by means of upper and lower Iimits, which 

can be set independently for each coefficient. Also, all twelve tire coefficients are consicte

red to be independent. 

Although, each of the twelve coefficients may be optimized, a maximum number of eight 

coefficients (four for the front tires and four for the rear tires) can be optimized simultane

ously. This. is the case if a car is equipped with different front and rear tires, or if the 

inflation pressores of the front and rear tires are meant to be different. Compared to the 

case in which the front and rear tires are identical, this is a relatively rare occurrence, 

which means that in most cases, a maximum number of four coefficients is to be optimi

zed simultaneously. Of these four coefficients, the friction level and the cornering stiffness 

are expected to be the most important, in view of Figure 1.2. Compared to these coeffi

cients, the effects of variations of the other two coefficients are expected to be of secon

dary importance. Consequently, it is expected that for most cases only two coefficients are 

to be optimized simultaneously. 

6.4 Optimization algorithm 

The value of the optimization criterion, /, is determined by the time-histories of the 

vehicle dynamics quantities which, in turn, are determined by the tire parameters. In view 

of this, optimization methods that rely on the calculation of the gradient of the optimiza

tion criterion are rejected because of the relative complexity of the equations involved. 

Instead, optimization methods that merely rely on the values of the optimization criterion 

are considered more suitable. Of these. methods, the Simplex method, as reported by 

Nelder (1964), was selected because of its relative simplicity. The main drawback of this 

method, the relatively large number of iterations required to achieve an optimum when 

using a large number of optimization variables, is not vezy important bere because of the, 

generally, restricted number of tire coefficients, as explained in previous section. 

The Simplex metbod starts by evaluating the value of the optimization criterion at nr+ 1 

independent sets of coefficients, which are in the vicinity of an estimated initial set of 

coefficients. (nr denotes the number of coefficients that are to be optimized) Based on 

these· criterion values, a new set of coefficients is determined, which is expected to yield a 

better value of the optimization criterion. This set is e.valuated and if the value of the 

optimization criterion is indeed better, this set replaces the set with the highest criterion 

value. In special cases, a second set of coefficients may be evaluated and, if this set yields 
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a better criterion value, it replaces the one with the highest criterion value. These actions 

constitute an iteration step, and ensure that, after every iteration step, the nr+ 1 sets of 

coefficients which yielded the lowest criterion values are retained. This process is conti

nued until a minimum value of the criterion is reached, which is indicated by a contraction 

of the nr+ 1 sets of coefficients to one particular set of coefficients. When this happens, all 

nr+ 1 criterion values become similar and, as soon as these values are within a specified 

tolerance, the optimization process is stopped. Of the nr+ 1 sets of coefficients now availa

ble, the set of coefficients which yields the lowest value of the optimization citerion is 

regarded as a local minimum. By starting this Simplex algorithm from different initia! sets 

of coefficients, different local minima may be found. From all local minima, the global 

minimum is found by selecting the set of coefficients that yields the lowest value of the 

optimization criterion. 

6.5 Validation 

To establish the correct functiöning of the tire characteristic optimization and to determine 

the accuracy with which the tire coefficients can be determined, a vast number of simuiati

ons was performed. For these simulations, the desired car handling characteristics, which 

in real applications are given by measured responses from a well-handling car and tire 

configuration, were given by simulated responses of a standard car using a reference set of 

tire coefficients which, for this application, were all set to a value of one. By starting from 

different sets of coefficients and attempting to fit the obtained car response to the desired 

(reference) car response, the correct functioning of the tire coefficient optimization can be 

verified. This correct functioning is indicated by the value of the optimization criterion, 

which in the ideal case equals zero, and by the fitted coefficients, which in the ideal case 

are equal to one. If the value of the fitted optimization criterion does not equal zero or the 

fitted coefficients are not equal to one, this indicates a lack of sensitivity of the car 

response to the coefficients or the presence of local minima. 

Because different manoeuvres highlight different aspects of tire behaviour, the fitting of 

tire coefficients may be affected by the manoeuvre used. For this application, simulations 

were performed for two manoeuvres, a double lane-change manoeuvre, and a j-tum man

oeuvre. These manoeuvres were selected because of their differences with respect to the 

car's state. During a double lane-change manoeuvre, the car's state is constantly changing 

while, during a j-tum manoeuvre, the car is allowed to reach a stationary state relatively 

quickly. Also, the severity of the manoeuvres was varled by performing each manoeuvre 

for two different car speeds, 20 and 30 rn/s. For this application, the steering wheel angle 
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time-history was specified for all four manoeuvres. The car response, to which the coeffi

cients were fitted, consisted of an evenly weighted combination of lateral acceleration and 

yaw rate. Por these simulations, the values of the tire coefficients were constrained to lie 

within the admissible range of 0.7 to 1.5. The results of these fits are shown in Pigures 

6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. In these figures, the ranges of the fitted coefficients (factors) are shown 

that yielded criterion values that were sufficiently close to zero. 
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Figure 6.1 Fittedfriction level (#2) and cornering stif.fness (#3) coefficients, 
front and rear tires identical. 

In Pigure 6.1, results are shown which were obtained by fitting only the friction level and 

the cornerlog stiffness, for identical front and rear tires. In the plots, coefficient #2 repre

seuts the friction level, and coefficient #3 represents the cornering stiffness. The values of 

the reference coefficients were equal to 1.00, and are indicated by the horizontallines. Por 

both types of manoeuvre, the range of the fitted friction level coefficients deercases 

slightly with increasing speed from approximately 0.06 to 0.04. Por the different types of 

manoeuvre, the range is similar. In contrast, the range of the fitted cornerlog stiffness 

coefficients hardly differs for the different speeds, but differs significantly for the different 

manoeuvres; typical ranges are 0.03 for the lane-change and 0.07 for the j-turn. 
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In Pigure 6.2, results are shown which were obtained by fitting all four coefficients, for 

identical front and rear tires. In this figure, coefficient #1 represents the load dependency 

of the friction level, coefficient #2 represents the friction level, coefficient #3 represents 

the comering stiffness, and coefficient #4 represents the load at maximum comering 

stiffness. As can be seen, the range of coefficient #1 is hardly affected by the car's speed, 

while it is affected by the type of manoeuvre; typical ranges are 0.7 for the lane-change 

and 0.4 for the j-tum. The range of coefficient #2 is affected by the type of manoeuvre 

and, to a lesser extent, by the car's speed. Also, the effect of car speed is different for the 

two types of manoeuvre. Typical ranges of coefficient #2 are 0.16 for the lane-change and 

0.35 for the j-tum. Por coefficient #3, the range also depends upon the car speed and the 

manoeuvre. Por both manoeuvres, the range decreases with increasing speed, while the 

range for the lane-change, ±0.06, is substantially smaller than for the j-tum, ±0.33. The 

range of coefficient #4 also depends upon car speed and upon the manoeuvre. The effect 

of car speed is different for the two manoeuvres. Again, the ranges for the lane-change, 

±0.12, are substantially smaller than for the j-turn, ±0.55. 
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In Figure 6.3, results are shown which were obtained by fitting the friction level and the 

cocnering stiffness, for different front and rear tires. In this figure, coefficients #1, #2, #3, 

and #4 represent the friction level and the cocnering stiffness of the front and rear tires, 

respectively. The range of coefficient #1 differs for the different speeds and, to a lesser 

extent, for the different manoeuvres. The effect of the car's speed is particularly significant 

for the lane-change, since the coefficient's range is reduced from 0.15 to 0.04. For the j

tum, the range is reduced from 0.18 to 0.09. Also the range of coefficient #2 is affected 

by the car's speed, albeit less than for coefficient #1. For both manoeuvres, the effect of 

the car's speed is different. Typical ranges are 0.04 for the lane-change and 0.1 for the j

tum. As with the friction level of the front tires, coefficient #1, the effect of car speed is 

particularly significant for the friction level of the rear tires, coefficient #3, for the lane

change manoeuvre. From this figure, it can also be seen that the reference friction level of 

the rear tires does not coincide with the fitted range of values. A typical range for the j

turn is 0.15. The range of coefficient #4 depends upon the manoeuvre (±0.04 for the lane

change and ±0.16 for the j-tucn), while the dependency on the car's speed is less pronoun

ced. 
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6.5.1 Discussion 

When fitting only those coefficients that represent friction level and comering stiffness for 

identical front and rear tires, the reference coefficients are reproduced well. This reprodue

tion is better for the double lane-change manoeuvre than for the j-tum manoeuvre. This 

must be attributed to the different characteristics of the manoeuvres. During a double lane

change manoeuvre, the tires are subjected to slip angles that assume both negative and 

positive values and to loads that increase as well as decrease. During a j-tum manoeuvre, 

the slip angles and the loads vary in one direction only, after which they remain constant. 

Therefore, a double lane-change manoeuvre produces a wider range of conditions to which 

the lire coefficients can be fitted than a j-tum manoeuvre. Such a wider range of condi

tions is likely to result in more accurate coefficients because the coefficients are less likely 

to compensate for each other's errors. 

Also, the positive effects of car speed on the ranges can be attributed to a wider range of 

conditions. Because of the higher speeds, the tires' slip augles and loads are increased 

which leads to a wider range of conditions to which the coefficients can be fitted. As can 

be seen in Figure 6.1, only the friction levels benefit from this. This is explained by the 

upper right and lower left plots in Figure 1.2. These plots show that the friction level 

mainly affects the side force characteristic at relatively large slip angles and that the 

comering stiffness mainly affects this characteristic at relatively small slip angles. Appa

rently, the slip angles at the lower speed were sufficiently large to fit the comering stif

fness but not sufficiently.large to fit the friction level. The speed increase has caused the 

slip augles to increase to values that are sufficiently large to fit the friction level. 

When fitting all four coefficients: load dependency of friction level, friction ·level, come

ring stiffness, and load at maximum comering stiffness, the reference coefficients are 

reproduced less well, as can be seen in Figure 6.2. This is especially the case for the j-tum 

manoeuvre, in which the fitted coefficients are scattered over a range of approximately 30 

to 40 % of the reference values. These results suggest that a number of different tire 

characteristics are capable of making a car perform nearly identical j-tums. Again, this is 

attributed to the relatively narrow range of tire conditions provided by the j-tum manoeu

vre, which allows the coefficients to compensate for each other's errors. 

For the lane-change manoeuvre, the fitted results are considerably better, except for the 

load dependency of the friction level. The fitted range of this coefficient spans almost the 

entire admissible range, which suggests that this coefficient is allowed to take on almost 
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any admissible value without affecting the correlation between fitted and reference results. 

This is explained by the upper plots in Figure 1.2. These plots illustrate that the type of 

effect of the friction level's load dependency is similar to that of the friction level. Ho

wever, quantitatively, the effect of the latter coefficient is much larger than that of the 

former. This allows even large differences in the former coefficient to be compensated for 

by relatively small differences in the latter, which is indicated by the increased range of 

the friction level, compared to the results shown in Figure 6.1. 

A similar explanation can be given for the fitted ranges of the comering stiffness and the 

load at maximum comering stiffness. However, these ranges are considerably smaller, 

which is partly attributed to the different effects of the coefficients representing comering 

stiffness and load at maximum comering stiffness. As mentioned in Section 1.2, the 

effects of these coefficients may differ, depending on the tire load. Also, the magnitudes 

of the effects of both coefficients are less different than for the friction coefficients. This 

means that a large discrepancy in one coefficient can not simply be compensated for by a 

smalt discrepancy in the other, which results in smaller ranges for the fitted coefficients. 

When fitting the coefficients representing friction level and comering stiffness for different 

front and rear tires, the reference data are reproduced well. Again, the effects of car speed 

and manoeuvre type on the fitted ranges are visible. Also, slightly larger ranges are obtai

ned compared to the results obtained for identical front and rear tires. Furthermore, for 

these simulations, the presence of local minima was much more evident than for the other 

simulations. These effects were especially significant for the lane-change manoeuvre per

formed with a speed of 30 m/s. The presence of more local minima is attributed to coeffi

cients compensating for each other's errors, which is more likely to happen if the front and 

rear tires are allowed to differ and more coefficients are fitted. 

Generally, the coefficients representing friction level and comering stiffness are reprodu

ced well by the tire characteristic optimization, providing suitable tire conditions are used. 

Por the simulations presenled here, these coefficients were reproduced with an accuracy of 

approximately ±2 %. The load at maximum comering stiffness is reproduced less well 

while the load dependency of friction level is reproduced poorly. The results suggest that 

the value of this coefficient is nearly irrelevant, when optimized simultaneously with the 

friction level. Also, the results suggest that a varlation in the load at maximum comering 

stiffness can be partly offset by a varlation in comering stiffness. However, this effect is 

much less pronounced than with the friction related coefficients. To determine the effects 

of this combination in detail, more research is required. Based on the above, it is recom-
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mended that, primarily, the optimization of tire characteristics is aimed at determining a 

tire's desired friction level and cornering stiffness. Only, when these two quantities are 

fixed, the other quantities should be optirnized. 

6.6 Applications 

To illustrate the functioning of the tire characteristic optirnization, an example application 

is presented. In this application, tire characteristics have to be determined that will allow a 

relatively heavy car to react like a significantly lighter, more agile, car. 

The first manoeuvre selected to irnprove the tire characteristics of the heavy car is the 

steady-state circle manoeuvre. The criterion selected for this manoeuvre applies to the 

course of the steering wheel angle as a function of lateral acceleration: the steering wheel 

angle course of the heavy car has to be made sirnilar to that of the light car. In Figure 6.4, 

the course of the steering wheel angle using the original tire characteristics is shown by 

means of the '+' signs. Also, in this figure, the desired course is shown by means of the '0' 

signs while the course obtained with the optirnized tire characteristics is shown by means 

of the '*' signs. The optirnized tire coefficients were 1.25 and 1.30 for friction level and 

cornering stiffness, respectively. As can be seen, for lateral acceleration levels smaller than 

approximately 7 m/s2
, the optimized steering wheel angle is slightly larger than the refe

rence while, at higher lateral acceleration levels, the optimized steering wheel angle is 

slightly smaller than the reference. However, compared with the original course, the new 

course presents a large improvement. 

The second criterion selected for this application deals with the car's yaw rate response to 

a j-turn, or step-steer, manoeuvre. Here, the yaw rate time-histories of the heavy car are 

meant to be similar to those of the light car, for identical steer inputs. In Figure 6.5, the 

results of this manoeuvre are shown for lateral acceleration levels of approximately 4.5, 5, 

5.5, 6, 6.5, and 7 m/s2
, respectively. In this figure, the yaw rate obtained with the original 

tire characteristics is shown by means of the solid lines while the reference and optimized 

yaw rates are shown by means of the dasbed and dash-dotted lines, respectively. Further

more, in the lower plot of Figure 6.6, the overshoot, which is the ratio between the peak 

and stationary yaw rate values is pictured as a function of lateral acceleration. In this 

figure, the original, reference, and optirnized values are indicated by means of the solid, 

dashed, and dash-dotted lines, respectively. In the upper part of this figure, the fitted tire 

coefficients are shown for the different levels of lateral acceleration. Of each pair of bars, 

the left bar gives the values for the coefficient repcesenting the friction level and the right 
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Initia[(+), desired (0), and optimized (*) steering wheel angle 
curves, for steady-state circle manoeuvre. 

bar gives the values for the coefficient representing the comering stiffness. As can be 

seen, the öptimized results correspond very well with the desired results. 

The third, and fmal, criterion selected for this application deals with the heavy car's lateral 

velocity during a single lane-change manoeuvre. The peak values of this lateral velocity 

are to be reduced to levels that are similar to those of the reference car. In Figure 6.7, the 

car slip angles, which are representative of the lateral velocities, are shown for the original 

(solid lines), reference (dashed lines), and the optimized (dash-dotted lines) cases, for 

different lateral acceleration levels. The lateral velocity peak values are shown in the 

lower part of Figure 6.8, in which the original, the reference, and the optimized peak 

values are indicated by the solid, dashed, and dash-dotted lines, respectively. Again, the 

upper plot shows the fitted tire coefficients (left bars: friction level, right bars: comering 

stiffness), as a function of lateral acceleration. 
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As can be seen, by optimizing the tire characteristics, the behaviour of the heavy car can 

be made to approach the behaviour of the light car rather closely, for all three manoeu

vres. However, for different criteria and manoeuvres, the required tire characteristics may 

vazy. Por the first two criteria, the required tire coefficients are vezy similar whieh is 

explained by the fact that the stationazy part of the yaw rate response to a step-steer man

oeuvre corresponds to a steady-state circle manoeuvre at one particular lateral acceleration 

level. Por the yaw rate and lateral velocity criteria, the obtained tire coefficients differ 

significantly: approximately 1.3 and 1.3 for the yaw rate criterion and approximately 1.2 

and 1.18 for the lateral velocity criterion. Also, for a single criterion and manoeuvre, the 

required tire coefficients may vazy for different lateral acceleration levels as can be seen in 

Pigure 6.6. Consequently, in order to select the proper tire characteristics, the relative 

importance of the criteria and the lateral acceleration levels bas to be established. Howe

ver, establishing this relative importance is beyond the scope of this application. 

6.6.1 Determining tire coefficients from handling measurements 

An additional application of the tire characteristic optirnization deals with determining tire 

characteristics from handling measurements. As suggested by van der Jagt (1996), this 

offers a worthwhile alternative to determining tire characteristics from laboratozy measure

ments since no specialised tire test-equipment is required and the tires are operating under 

actual road conditions. Because of the Jatter, differences between laboratozy conditions and 

road conditions, which are reported to have a significant effect on tire behaviour (Zamow, 

1995; van der Jagt, 1996) are eliminated, and the correlation between experimental and si

mulated results may be improved. 

Once a car bas performed a handling manoeuvre and the steer actions and car response 

have been recorded, the characteristics of the tires that were on the car can be determined. 

This may be done by using the rneasured steer actions as input for the open-loop simuiati

on model and modifying the tire characteristics - coefficients - until the differences be

tween the corresponding simulated car response and the measured car response are mini

mal. In ideal circumstances, the difference between the measured and simulated car 

responses will vanish but, because of measurement inaccuracies and errors due to mod

eling assumptions, differences are likely to remain. 

To illustrate the feasibility of determining tire data in this way, tire coefficients were 

determined from results measured during handling manoeuvres. In this case, the handling 

manoeuvres were two double lane-changes, during which the car was equipped with 
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identical tires, front and rear. The tire coefficients were calculated by fitting the calculated 

lateral acceleration and yaw rate time-histories to the measured ones, starting from a 

variety of different initial valnes whilst limiting the coefficients to a minimum of 0.7 and 

a maximum of 1.5. The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 6.9, in which 

coefficient #2 represents the friction level and coefficient #3 represents the comering 

stiffness of the tires. For each coefficient, the points on the left represent the coefficients 

that were obtained for the first manoeuvre and the points on the right represent the coeffi

cients that were obtained for the second manoeuvre. 

Parameter value 
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0.7 '--------'---------'---------'.-------' 
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Figure 6.9 Fitted (points) and optima! (lines) tire coefficients. Shaded areas 
indicate acceptable criterion values. 

As can be seen, the fitted coefficients for the friction level are scattered in an area ranging 

from approximately 1.3 to 1.5, for the first manoeuvre, and approximately 1.4 to 1.5, for 

the second manoeuvre. The coefficients for the comering stiffness are scattered in an area 

ranging from approximately 1.15 to 1.22, for the first manoeuvre, and approximately 1.10 

to 1.30, for the second manoeuvre. However, the corresponding values for the optimization 

criterion, I, differ significantly. The minimum values of the optimization criterion were 

found for the following coefficients 1.5, 1.5, 1.17, and 1.15 for the friction levels of the 

first and second manoeuvres and the comering stiffnesses of the first and second man-
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oeuvres, respectively, as indicated by the lines in Figure 6.9. The coefficients that yielded 

criterion values that were sufficiently close to the value of these minima are indicated by 

the shaded areas. As can be seen, these coefficients range from 1.48 to 1.5, 1.48 to 1.5, 

1.16 to 1.18, and 1.14 to 1.16, respectively. 

A comparison between the measured car response and the simulated, fitted, car response is 

shown in Figure 6.10. This figure shows the measured car response (dashed lines), the 

fitted car response (solid lines), and a simulated car response using typical initia} tire 

characteristics (dotted lines). As can be seen, the correlation between fitted and measured 

lateral accelerations is very good, while the correlation between fitted and measured yaw 

rates is only slightly worse. Also, it can be seen that the effect of the modified tire charac

teristics is far greater for the lateral acceleration than for the yaw rate. Also, the effect on 

the car's rollrate is clearly visible. 

These results suggest that, within the given tire limits, the tires used during the handling 

manoeuvres have a friction level of approximately 1.5 times and a comering stiffness of 

approximately 1.16 times that of the reference tire. However, since the characteristics of 

this tire were not determined in other - standard - ways, the quality of these results could 

not be verified. 

Obviously, the quality of the fitted coefficients depends on the quality of the car model 

used for the simulations. If the car model or the car data are not representative of the real 

car, the fitted tire coefficients contain a compensation for these deficiencies. If this is the 

case, discrepancies between simulation and measurement results may occur, when simula

ting manoeuvres other than the one from which the tire coefficients were determined. The 

quality of the car model used bas been discussed in Chapter 3 and in view of the excellent 

correlation obtained between simulated and measured results, the car model presented in 

this thesis is not expected to contain any errors that significantly affect the fitted tire 

coefficients. However, because the steering system data used in these simulations is known 

to be inaccurate, as explained in Section 3.3.4, the values of these partienlar tire coeffi

cients may be inaccurate. 

Nevertheless, in view of the correlation between the fitted coefficients for the two man

oeuvres and their narrow ranges, determining the main tire coefficients from handling 

manoeuvres appears rather prornising. However, to evaluate this application of the tire 

characteristic optimization in more detail, more research using proper car and tire data is 

required. 
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Figure 6.10 Measurement results (dashed lines) and simulation results: fitted 
tire data (solid lines), original tire data (dotted lines). 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and recommendations 

7.1 Overview of the research 

In the research presented in this thesis, a numerical metbod for deriving guidelines for the 

tire design process bas been developed. With this method, the tire handling characteristics 

that are required for a specific car and tire configuration to comply with handling requi

rements are calculated. These tire characteristics are expressed in terms of physically 

meaningful parameters, which allows them to serve as target valnes for tire designers, 

during the tire design process. 

The metbod for deriving the guidelines consists of two parts: the numerical simulation of 

handling manoeuvres for given tire characteristics, and the numerical optimization of these 

tire characteristics. Based on the results of simulated handling manoeuvres, the compliance . 

with the, extemally specified, handling requirements can be evaluated. If this compliance 

is unsatisfactoty, the tire characteristics can be optimized. The tire handling characteristics 

are expressed in terms of parameter values, which allows them to be optimized by means 

of a standard metbod for parameter optimization. 

Numerical simulation of handling manoeuvres 

To simulate·the different types of handling manoeuvre, three simulation models have been 

developed: the open-loop model, the path-tracking model, and the optimal control driver 

model. 

Open-loop simulation model 

The open-loop simulation model has been developed to simulate handling manoeuvres in 

which a car is subjected to predetermined driver . actions. The main element of this open

loop model is the car model which replaces the real car, in terms of linking the driver 

actions to the car response. Here, a lumped parameter car model, which includes such 

effects as lateral and longitudinal weight transfer, non-linear dynamic tire characteristics, 

as well as non-linear suspension kinematics and compliances, has been used. To validate 
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this car model, its results have been compared with experimental results. 

Pafu-trackins simulation model 

The path-tracking simulation model has been developed to simulate closed-loop handling 

manoeuvres, without requiring any driver related data. Instead, the path-tracking model 

relies on an estimate of the car's path, from which the corresponding driver actions and the 

remainder of the car response are calculated. The car model used for the path-tracking 

simulation model is identical to the car model used for the open-loop simulation model. 

To validate this path-tracking model, its results have been compared with results from the 

open-loop simulation model. 

Optimal control driver model 

Just as the path-tracking model, the driver model bas been developed to simulate closecl

loop hahdling manoeuvres. However, unlike the path-tracking model, the driver model 

allows the behaviour of a driver to be modeled in a flexible way. In this model, the driver 

is modeled by means of a cost functional, which allows different comprornises between 

driver effort and path-following to be modeled. With respect to the human lirnitations, 

only the neuro-motor time-delay can be taken into account. Compared to the car model 

used in the open-loop and path-tracking simulation models, the car model used in the 

driver model is simplified, with respect to items that have secondary effects on car hand

ling. Although this driver model bas not been validated due to a lack of experimental 

results, its functioning has been established and is illustrated by means of applications. 

Numerical optimization of tire characteristics 

To optimize the tire handling characteristics, the desired car behaviour is specified in 

terms of desired time-histories of the relevant vehicle dynamics quantities. Based on this 

desired car behaviour and the simulated car behaviour, a parameter optirnization algorithm 

determines the tire parameters that cause the desired behaviour to be approached, as 

closely as possible. The resulting tire parameters represent the handling characteristics the 

tires should have and are physically meaningful. The functioning of this numerical tire 

characteristic optirnization is illustrated by means of several examples. 

Also, the parameter optimization algorithm has been used to estimate tire characteristics 

from handling measurements. This offers a practical alternative to determining tire charac

teristics from tire test-stand measurements. 
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7.2 Conclusions 

From the research presented in this thesis, several conclusions have been drawn. The 

conclusions regarding the numerical simulation of handling manoeuvres are: 

• The car response to driver actions is predicted very well with the open-loop simulation 

model, especially if the measured steer angles of the front wheels are used as input 

quantities. When the measured steering wheel angle is used as input quantity, the 

correlation between simulated and measured responses is not as good. This is attribu

ted to a lack of proper steering system data. 

Even when disregarding the effect of the steering system, minor discrepancies between 

measured and simulated responses remain. These discrepancies manifest themselves in 

the form of an erroneous combination of car lateral acceleration and yaw rate. If 

lateral acceleration levels are simulated correctly, yaw rate levels are slightly too high. 

If yaw rate levels are simulated correctly, the simulated lateral acceleration levels are 

slightly too low. The cause forthese discrepancies has notbeen found. 

• The use of a fitted torque characteristic, to represent the steering wheel torque genera

ted by a power assisted steering system, yields very good correlation between simula

ted and experimental results, for two double lane-change manoeuvres. However, for 

other manoeuvres, this degree of correlation could not be obtained. This bas been attri

buted to the different operating conditions of the steering system (i.e. the driver 

releasing the steering wheel when exiting a turn). 

• The path-tracking simulation model reproduces the results of the open-loop simulation 

model excellently. Therefore, the inverse algorithm developed to calculate the driver 

actions from a prescribed car path is assumed to be functioning correctly. 

• For relatively long manoeuvres, the path obtained by the path-tracking model may 

deviate noticeably from the desired path. However, such deviations were not found in 

the obtained and desired lateral accelerations, which suggests that the path deviation 

can be attributed to inaccuracies in the calculation of the path coordinate derivatives. 

Such inaccuracies are insignificant for individual distance intervals but, when allowed 

to accumulate over a sufficiently long distance, may become significant. 

. • The non-linear two-point boundary-value problem that results from the optima! control 

driver model is solved rapidly by the quasi-linearization method. Solving identical pro

blems from a variety of starting conditions either caused identical solutions to be 

found or caused no solution to be found, which suggests the absence of local optima 

in the considered cases. 
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• Driver actions and car responses calculated from only slightly different paths were 

found to differ considerably. Therefore, to yield results that correspond well with 

reality, the car paths used by the path-tracking simulation model have to be specified 

carefully. For the driver model, the oompromise between minirnizing driver effort and 

maxirnizing path-following bas to be specified carefully. 

With respect to the numerical optimization of tire characteristics, the conclusions are: 

• In view of the results of a large number of simulations, the tire parameter optirnization 

yields accurate results. During these simulations, local optima were encountered 

frequently. Therefore, for a partienlar manoeuvre, the tire optimization is to be initia

ted a number of times, starting from different sets of tire coefficients. 

• The accuracy with which the desired tire characteristics can be determined from 

desired car handling characteristics varles for different manoeuvres and for different 

levels of lateral acceleration. Manoeuvres in which the tires are subjected to wide 

ranges of slip angles and tire loads appear to yield better accuracy than manoeuvres 

with narrow ranges. Also, manoeuvres with relatively high levels of lateral accele

ration appear to yield better results than manoeuvres with relatively low levels of 

lateral acceleration. 

• Of the four coefficients used to represent the tire handling characteristics, only two 

coefficients: friction level and cornerlog stiffness, are recommended for simultaneons 

optirnization. Load dependency of friction level should not be optimized simultaneous

ly with friction level. Also, great care should be taken when simultaneously optimizing 

load at maximum cornering stiffness and cornerlog stiffness, because of their partial 

interchangeability. 

• For two double lane-change manoeuvres, the most relevant tire parameters have been 

determined from handling measurements. These tire parameters yield excellent correla

tion between simulation and measurement results, which suggests that determining tire 

parameters from handling manoeuvres is feasible. 

7.3 Recommendations 

Although the results of the numerical optirnization of tire characteristics are good, impro

vements may still be made. With respect to the numerical simulation of handling manoeu

vres, the following recommendations are made: 
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• To asses the quality of the steering system model used in this research, the relevant 

steering system data bas to be de termin ed. Here, the discrepancies · between simulated 

and measured front wheel steer angles are attributed to inaccurate data conceming the 

effect of suspension compression and extension on the ratio between the steer angles 

of the front wheels and the steering wheel angle. By performing static measurements 

of the steering system this data may be determined, after which the model of the 

steering system may be validated properly. 

• Although they are rather small, the discrepancies between simulations and experiments 

regarding the combination of car lateral acceleration and yaw rate may be investigated. 

These discrepancies could not be eliminated by varying the car and tire data. which 

suggests that they are caused by incomplete modeling or by measurement inaccuracies. 

• · To improve the correlation between simulated and measured steering wheel torques, 

the torque function, by which the power-assistance is modeled, bas to be determined 

for a wide range of operating conditions. An example of such an operating condition 

is: the driver allowing the steering wheel to return to the straight-ahearl position by 

itself, as opposed to the driver tuming the steering wheel. Also, establishing the effects 

of different tire characteristics on the fitted torque characteristic is recommended. 

• To improve the cost functional that represents a driver's behaviour during a double 

lane-change manoeuvre, this functional bas to be fitted to more manoeuvre replicati

ons. After this, the improved cost functional has to be checked using other car and tire 

configurations to determine whether it represents driver behaviour with sufficient accu

racy. 

With respect to the numerical optimization of tire characteristics, the following recom

mendations are made: 

• To determine the accuracy with which the combination of tire coefficients representing 

comering stiffness and load at maximum comering stiffness can be calculated, more 

simulations have to be performed. From this accuracy, it can also be decided whether 

three coefficients - friction level, comering stiffness, and load at maximum comering 

stiffness - can be optimized simultaneously, insteadof two. 

• To evaluate the fitting of tire parameters to results from handling manoeuvres, more 

tire characteristics have to be fitted to results from handling measurements. Preferably, 

such fitted characteristics are compared with tire characteristics that have also been 

determined in other ways. This will allow the different characteristics to be compared, 

after which their quality may be assessed. 
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Appendix A 

Comparison of simulated and measured car responses 

In this appendix, the car responses measured with tire sets A and B are shown, together 

with the corresponding open-loop simulation results. As with Figures 3.10 and 3.11, which 

show the results for tire set C, the simulation results are shown using the measured stee

ring wheel angle as input (Figures A.l and A.3) and using the measured front wheel steer 

angles as input (Figures A.2 and A.4). 
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Figure A.3 Measured (solid lines) and simulated (dashed lines) car respon-
ses for tire B, using steering wheel angle as input. 
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ses for tire B, using front wheel angles as input. 
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Appendix B 

Comparison of results from open-loop 

and path-tracking models 

In this appendix, the car responses obtained with the open-loop simulation model are 

shown, together with the corresponding car responses obtained with the path-tracking 

simulation model. Figures B.l and B.2 show the results for tire sets A and B, in the same 

format as Figure 4.4, which shows the results for tire set C. 
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Appendix C 

Reduced car model 

In the reduced car model, which forms the basis for the driver model, the following state 

variables (x1 - x13) are used - see Figure C.l -: lateral velocity (x1), yaw velocity (x2), 

heading angle (x3), path x coordinate (x4), path y coordinate (x5), roll velocity (~), roll an

gle (x7), steering wheel angle (x8), steering wheel angular velocity (x9), and tire lateral 

force, left front, right front, left rear, and right rear (x10 - x13), respectively. 

RoU axis 

x6,7 

Figure C.l Schematic representation of reduced car model. 

The state equations for this reduced car model are given by the following equations: 
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In these equations, the following symbols are used: 

c"' roU damping caused by the suspension dampers 

Ho height of the center of gravity above the ground, at the reference position 

F yss static tire lateral force 

Lry tire relaxation length 

lr.r distances from the car's center of gravity to the front and rear axles, respectively 
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(C.l) 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

(C.S) 

(C.6) 

(C.7) 

(C.8) 

(C.9) 

(C.lO) 

(C.ll) 

(C.l2) 

(C.13) 



Jx.z car roll and yaw inertias, respectively 

kv roll stiffness caused by the suspension springs and roll bars 

M total car mass 

re roll center height at the center of gravity 

lr.r trackwidth front, rear 

U car forward speed 

u steering wheel angular acceleration 

Equations (C.l) through (C.l3) describe the relations between: 

• the sum of lateral forces acting upon the car and its lateral acceleration 

• the total yaw moment caused by the lateral forces and the yaw acceleration 

• the yaw velocity and the car's heading angle 

Appendix C 

• the heading angle, the car forward speed, the car lateral velocity and the path x coor

dinate 

• the heading angle, the car forward speed, the car lateral velocity and the path y coor

dinate 

• the roU moment caused by the lateral forces, the roll stiffness, the roU damping and 

the roll acceleration 

• the roll velocity and the roll angle 

• the steering wheel angular velocity and the steering wheel angle 

• the steering wheel angular acceleration and the steering wheel angular velocity 

• the static tire lateral force and the dynamic tire lateral force for the left front, right 

front, left rear, and right rear tires, respectively 

The static tire lateral forces are calculated using only the side force representation of the 

Magie Formula (Pacejka, 1991). As a result, the tire lateral force is allowed to depend 

upon load, slip angle, and camber angle. For this model, the load is calculated from the 

static load, the suspension induced load change due to lateral forces, and the load variati

ons caused by the suspension deflection due to the car's roll movement To calculate the 

load variations from the suspension deflections, only the linear terms in Equations (3.16) 

and (3.17) are used. The slip angles are calculated using the car's longitudinal and lateral 

velocities, as well as the yaw velocity. The steer angles of the wheels consist of the steer 

angles caused by the steering wheel angle, as well as initia! steer, roll steer, bump steer, 

and compliance steer effects. For these effects, only the linear terms in Equations (3.29), 

(3.30), and (3.31) are included. The camber angles of the wheels are calculated in a simHar 

way. 
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STELLINGEN 

behorende bij het proefschrift 

Numerical optimization of tire eharacteristics 
with respeet to car handling 

1. In bijna alle pogingen die zijn gedaan om het openbaar vervoer aantrekkelijker te maken werd voorbijge

gaan aan het met afstand grootste probleem van b.et openbaar vervoer. het feit dat het openbaar is. 

2. In tegenstelling tot de populaire opvatting dat de waarde van een simulatiemodel wordt bepaald door de 

complexiteit. zijn b.et vooral de beschikbaarheid en de nauwkeurigheid van de benodigde invoergegevens 

die deze waarde bepalen. 

3. De kans van een politicus om genomineerd te worden als kandidaat voor b.et Europees Parlement is evenre

dig met de mate waarin hij of zij ontbeerlijk is voor de nationale politiek. 

4. Een gebruiksvriendelijke computer negeert wat de gebruiker opdraagt en doet wat deze wil. 

5. Naar analogie met zonderlinge Britse personen, dient men Britse koeien die een zonderling gedrag vertonen 

_niet gek te noemen, maar excentriek. 

6. De meest efficiënte manier om de verkeersveiligheid te verhogen en de milieubelasting te verkleinen is om 

ervoor te zorgen dat automobilisten het autorijden als primaire, en niet als secoodaire of zelfs tertiaire, taak 

gaan beschouwen. 

7. Op grond van het supportersgedrag tijdens de meest recente elfstedentocht lijkt het aanbevelingswaardig om 

risicovolle voetbalwedstrijden nog maar eens in de elf jaar te organiseren. 

8. Daar, in tegenstelling tot de koppeling van de Europese wisselkoersen, de extra invoering van een geza

menlijke munteenheid nauwelijks voordelen en grote weerstand met zich meebrengt, geschiedt het vast

houden van de Europese Gemeenschap aan de invoering van de Euro op andere dan rationele gronden. 

9. Spellingswijzigingen zijn eerder een gevolg van de drang van de overheid naar het benoemen van commis

sies dan van nadelen van de reeds bestaande spelling. 

10. Daar de Nederlandse bijdrage aan globale milieuproblemen zoals de uitstoot van schadelijke gassen en het 

verbruik van fossiele brandstoffen relatief gering is zou, voor wat betreft zolke problemen, het milieu erbij 

gebaat zijn als het Nederlandse beleid meer gericht zou zijn op het invoeren van relatief milde maatregelen 

op internationaal niveau dan op het invoeren van relatief strenge maatregelen op nationaal niveau. 

11. De recente toename van het aantal televisie-nieuwsprogramma's heeft ertoe geleid dat het nieuwsgehalte 

van enkele van hun onderwerpen niet groter is dan dat van een aflevering van de Fabeltjeskrant. 

Jack Hendrikx 

Eindhoven, Maart 1997 


